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Introduction
This deliverable D8.2 “Report on technology watch” aims at presenting the technology
landscape for selected exploitable results developed in the INN-BALANCE project.
Since the start of the project, the partners have been working jointly on the exploitation of the
project results. This common work was mainly carried out in so-called “exploitation
workshops” which took place during the project meetings under the guidance of partner S2i.
The methodology followed during those workshops and related results will be presented in
Deliverable D8.3 “Report on IPR/exploitable workshops” (to be submitted M46). The first
objective of this common work was to establish a clear list of INN-BALANCE exploitable
results, i.e. the results of the project that are of commercial, social or academic relevance
and can be commercialised or exploited as standalone results. A first list of 41 exploitable
results was identified by the partners at the beginning of the project (see Deliverable D8.1
“Initial dissemination and exploitation plan”, submitted M8). S2i helped the partners to
determine which results are of relevance regarding future exploitation. The exploitation
activities then focused on selecting and characterizing “priority” exploitable results, which
are presented in the first chapter of the present report.
To have a better understanding of market and technology landscape and be able to assess
the potential of the exploitable results, technology watch and business intelligence
activities were performed based on data retrieved from patents applications. Indeed,
patents provide a lot of information on the competitive technology landscape (e.g. maturity of
developments and applications of technologies, expertise, timing, investments, and rights to
exclude). Patents are even more important in technology intensive industries since many of
the insights contained in them are not described in other types of publications. Consequently,
a patent landscape analysis was performed for each of the “priority” exploitable results. The
data collection and analysis from patents was conducted with the “PatentInspiration” tool
(http://www.patentinspiration.com). The second chapter of this report describes the
approach and methodology used for conducting the patent landscape analysis. The third
chapter presents the results of this analysis of the 13 INN-BALANCE exploitable results
and the main learnings at project level. This analysis is completed, when necessary, with
general information on the state of the art, trends and emergence of new scientific
breakthrough or new project in the field of Balance of Plants components for automotive
application of fuel cells.
The results presented in this report contribute to the monitoring of the state of the art of the
technologies developed or improved in the frame of the INN-BALANCE project. They will be
used as input in Task 8.4 focusing on the development of an exploitation roadmap,
especially when analysing competitors, markets, maturity of technology, alternative
technologies and further applications.

Deviations
Delivery of the content of this deliverable is in time without any deviations from actions
planned in Annex 1 – WP8 – Task 8.2 of Grant Agreement.

© INN-BALANCE
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1. INN-BALANCE exploitable results
Deliverable D8.1 “Initial dissemination and exploitable plan”, submitted M8, presented a list
of 41 results (so called foreground) anticipated at the beginning of the project. After
workshop conducted in M12 gathering all partners, 35 results were identified as exploitable
results, i.e. results that are of commercial, social or academic relevance and can be
commercialised or exploited as standalone results. These results are generally defined as
products, processes, methods or services, which are new, improved or more efficient as
existing ones.
It was neither relevant nor possible to define exploitation plans for 35 exploitable results. It
was first considered to stick to the modular development approach of the project and gather
the results in different modules (corresponding to the work packages of the project) and to
focus on exploitation at module level. Nevertheless, it appeared that, in terms of products,
which could be manufactured, assembled or sold, an approach at module level was not the
most relevant. Therefore, S2i worked with the consortium as a whole and with each work
package leader to select results for which the patent landscape analysis would have
the most added-value. Considered criteria for this selection were mostly (not all criteria
need to be met):
- High potential for exploitation through manufacturing/producing,
assembling/integrating, selling/distributing and/or licencing;
- Patent expected as output of INN-BALANCE;
- No patent search already available in the partners institutions;
- Not much information available regarding competitors and patents;
- Most innovative developments/specificities.
All partners then validated the list of “priority” exploitable results presented in Table 1. It was
also decided to proceed in two steps. The first step was conducted between M13 and M17
and consisted of performing a first patent search for a limited number of exploitable results
(labelled “Step 1” in Table 1). For the other exploitable results (labelled “Step 2” in Table 1), it
was though more relevant to postpone the analysis later in the project when the technical
options for the component development are defined and frozen. A second patent search
analysis was conducted between M40 and M42 covering all exploitable results. This second
analysis also includes an update of the 7 results already assessed during Step 1 in order to
include most recent patents. The update allowed to find additional patent that were not
published at the time when the first analysis was carried out. However, no technological
trends nor breakthroughs were identified when updating the patent search.
Table 1: INN-BALANCE exploitable results selected for patent landscape analysis.

Corresponding/Related
Title of the priority exploitable result
Module

Owner(s) Step

Module 1 – Stack

Compact housing of automotive FC
PCS
stack

Module 1 – Stack

Automotive fuel cell stack POD

Module 2 – Control
system
Module 3A – Optimised
cathode
Module 2 – Control
system
Module 3A – Optimised
© INN-BALANCE

Step 1+2

PCS, AVL Step 2

Innovative control system for FC system AVL, UPC Step 1+2
Optimized
cathode
automotive FC stack

module

Humidity observation in FC cathode

for

BRO, CEL Step 1+2
BRO

Step 2
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cathode
Module 3B – High speed High speed
air compressor
automotive FC
Module
module

4

–

compressor

for

CEL

Step 1+2

Anode Control strategy of the anode of the FC
AVL
stack (injector, purge and bleed)

Step 1+2

Module 4 – Anode
module
Module 5 – Thermal
management module
Module 5 – Thermal
management module
Module
6
–
Manufacturing oriented
design
Module
7
–
FC
powertrain
Module
7
–
FC
powertrain

© INN-BALANCE

air

Optimized ejector for automotive FC
AVL
stack

Step 1+2

Anti-freeze module for automotive FC

DLR, PCS Step 2

Cooling system for FC powertrain

DLR, PCS Step 2

Concurrent
design
platform
for
modelling balance of plant components FAY
for FC systems
FC powertrain integration for passenger
CEVT
vehicle
Tests procedures for automotive FC
CEVT
systems

Step 2
Step 1+2
Step 2
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2. Approach used for patent landscape analysis
2.1 Patents as source of information
Patents are intellectual property rights for the protection of an invention in a specific territorial
jurisdiction for a certain period. This protection may be granted in exchange for disclosure of
the invention. Since a granted patent represents a right to exclude others from making, using
or selling the invention in the specific jurisdiction, it is seen as a business asset. Patents can
prevent competitors from entering a market or making use of a patented technology. Due to
the potential business and legal implications, understanding which organisations own
patents, in which jurisdictions and for which applications is considered as a valuable
information for policymaking and corporate decision-making.
Patents are also key sources of information that may not be found elsewhere. Indeed, it is
generally agreed that, due to the nature of novelty associated with patents, and the general
practice of most commercial organisations to not publish their findings in journal literature,
patent information is a unique source of information.
Most patent authorities and offices publish the patent application 18 months after their filing
date, irrespective if the patent will be granted or not. These documents are called pre-grant
applications and they don’t represent an exploitation right in their present form, but a patent
may be granted in the future. They provide information on investment and interest in a
technological area, and how the environment around a technology may change, if the
application is passed on for approval. If they are granted, another publication is issued,
including the exploitation rights/claims by the patent granting authority.
It is important to bear that patent applications can be abandoned or withdrawn during
prosecution for different reasons (the primary reason is that an examiner has raised
objections). Once an application has been abandoned any subject matter disclosed within it
becomes part of the public domain of the jurisdiction where it was abandoned and can be
used by others, assuming that other granted patents don’t exist on the same subject. Some
pre-grant publications can be considered as defensive publications since they are not filed
with the intention to obtain patent protection but rather to prevent others, e.g. competitors,
from obtaining patents on the technical subject matter disclosed in the application. However,
it is not possible to easily distinguish such pre-grant publications from other publications for
which the applicant seeks protection. Abandoned applications provide valuable insights
even if they don’t represent a property right.

2.2 Automatic Patent Analysis (APA) with PatentInspiration
The most “classical” way to carry out a patent analysis is to search in a patent database for
most relevant patents in a certain field and analyse their contents. This allows to check if a
relatively new technology is already patented. Another way is to perform a rather broad
search in order to collect a pool of patents related to the subject to be investigated.
Because patents are abundant and sometimes very complex to read, Automatic Patent
Analysis (APA) is a method for speeding up the analysis of patents data set. Such analysis
generates new information and help to understand the evolution of the technical and
competitive environment in a particular technological field, which is key when
developing new technologies or products.

© INN-BALANCE
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Box 1: Advantages of APA (Automatic Patent Analysis)

Advantages of APA (Automatic Patent Analysis)1
-

Allowing a rapid overview of technology sector patenting trends;
Screening competitors´ patenting activities;
Identification of R&D and commercial strategies of companies, including
collaborations/partnerships;
Identification of potential business partners.

PatentInspiration is an online commercial tool2 for patent search integrating APA into its
functionalities. PatentInspiration consists of a database of patents, which can be
analysed using various tools (see section 2.5) in order to identify trends and key
competitors.
The PatentInspiration database is based on the EPO (European Patent Office) worldwide
bibliographic database (called DOCDB database) which is the backbone of most commercial
IP software. This database contains bibliographic data from over 102 countries. Bibliographic
data includes e.g. titles, abstracts, applicants, inventors, citations, literature citations, code
classifications. The database is updated on a weekly basis.

2.3 Components of patent documents
While patents contain mostly technical text, they are referred to as semi-structured
documents, since they have several sections that are found in almost every document,
regardless of its country of origin. These sections are represented by a Front Page with
bibliographic data, a Description (Disclosure) and a Claims section. Within each of these
high-level sections, there are subsections that provide specific information. These
subsections are segmented into individual fields when the documents are processed for
electronic delivery or when to be included in patent databases. An additional Drawings
section is facultative, but often included to illustrate the description and facilitate the
interpretation of the claims.
The information found in a patent document are:
− Front Page and Bibliographic Data (Metadata)
o Applicant
o Inventor
o Priority data
o Application date, publication date and granted date
o Classifications codes
o Citations
− Description (Disclosure)
− Claims

2.4 International patent classification (IPC)3
The International Patent Classification (IPC), a hierarchical system for the classification of
patents and utility models, is nowadays used in every jurisdiction worldwide and each patent
authority follows this classification scheme.

1

Source: Fact Sheet Automatic Patent Analysis, Version 2015, European IPR Helpdesk
http://www.patentinspiration.com
3
Guide to the International Patent Classification, Version 2017, WIPO
2

© INN-BALANCE
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LAYOUT OF CLASSIFICATION SYMBOLS
− Level1: Section;
− Level 2: Class;
− Level 3: Subclass;
− Level 4: Group or main group; and
− Level 5: Subgroup
2.4.1 Level 1: SECTION
There are eight sections which are the upper level of the classification hierarchy.
(a) Section Symbol – Each section is designated by one of the capital letters A through H.
(b) Section Title – The section title is to be considered as a very broad indication of the
contents of the section.
The eight sections are entitled as follows:
− A HUMAN NECESSITIES
− B PERFORMING OPERATIONS; TRANSPORTING
− C CHEMISTRY; METALLURGY
− D TEXTILES; PAPER
− E FIXED CONSTRUCTIONS
− F MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; LIGHTING; HEATING; WEAPONS;
− BLASTING
− G PHYSICS
− H ELECTRICITY
Box 2: Examples of IPC SECTION

Examples of IPC SECTION
To find patents on Balance of Plants components for PEMFC automotive systems, relevant
sections to search for are:
- B (for patents related to engines and vehicles)
- H (for patents related to fuel cell systems).
2.4.2 Level 2: CLASS
Each section is subdivided into classes, which are the second hierarchical level of the
Classification.
(a) Class Symbol – Each class symbol consists of the section symbol followed by a two-digit
number.
(b) Class Title – The class title gives an indication of the content of the class.
Example: H01 BASIC ELECTRIC ELEMENTS
Box 3: Examples of IPC CLASS

Examples of IPC CLASS
To find patents on Balance of Plants components for PEMFC automotive systems, relevant
classes to search for are:
-

B60 VEHICLE IN GENERAL

-

H01 BASIC ELECTRIC ELEMENTS

2.4.3 Level 3: SUBCLASS
Each class comprises one or more subclasses which are the third hierarchical level of the
Classification.
© INN-BALANCE
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(a) Subclass Symbol – Each subclass symbol consists of the class symbol followed by a
capital letter.
(b) Subclass Title – The subclass title indicates as precisely as possible the content of the
subclass.
Box 4: Examples of IPC SUBCLASS

Examples of IPC SUBCLASS
To find patents on Balance of Plants components for PEMFC automotive systems, relevant
subclasses to search for are:
-

B60L PROPULSION OF ELECTRICALLY PROPELLED VEHICLE

-

H01M PROCESSES OR MEANS, e.g. BATTERIES, FOR THE DIRECT
CONVERSION OF CHEMICAL ENERGY INTO ELECTRICAL ENERGY

2.4.4 Level 4: GROUP or MAIN GROUP
Each subclass is broken down into subdivisions referred to as “groups”, which are either
main groups (i.e. the fourth hierarchical level of the Classification) or subgroups (i.e. lower
hierarchical levels dependent upon the main group level of the Classification).
(a) Group Symbol – Each group symbol consists of the subclass symbol followed by two
numbers separated by an oblique stroke.
(b) Main Group Symbol – Each main group symbol consists of the subclass symbol
followed by a one- to three-digit number, the oblique stroke and the number 00.
(c) Main Group Title – The main group title precisely defines a field of subject matter within
the scope of its subclass considered to be useful for search purposes. Main group symbols
and titles are presented in bold in the Classification.
Box 5: Examples of IPC GROUP or MAIN GROUP

Examples of IPC GROUP or MAIN GROUP
To find patents on Balance of Plants components for PEMFC automotive systems, relevant
groups or main groups to search for are:
-

B60L 11 Electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle

-

H01M 8 Fuel cells; manufacture thereof

2.4.5 Level 5: SUBGROUP
(a) Subgroup Symbol – Subgroups form subdivisions under the main groups. Each
subgroup symbol consists of the subclass symbol followed by the one- to three-digit number
of its main group, the oblique stroke and at least two digits other than 00.
Example: H01S3/02
Subgroups are ordered in the scheme as if their numbers were decimals of the number
before the oblique stroke.
For example, 3/036 is to be found after 3/03 and before 3/04, and 3/0971 is to be found after
3/097 and before 3/098.
(b) Subgroup Title – The subgroup title precisely defines a field of subject matter within the
scope of its main group considered to be useful for search purposes. The title is preceded by
one or more dots indicating the hierarchical position of that subgroup, i.e., indicating that
each subgroup forms a subdivision of the nearest group above it having one dot less. The
subgroup title is often a complete expression, in which case it begins with a capital letter. A
subgroup title begins with a lowercase letter if it reads as a continuation of the title of the next
higher, less indented group from which it depends. In all cases, the subgroup title must be
© INN-BALANCE
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read as being dependent upon, and restricted by, the titles of the groups under which it is
indented.
Box 6: Examples of IPC SUBGROUPS

Examples of IPC SUBGROUPS
To find patents on Balance of Plants components for PEMFC automotive systems, relevant
subgroups to search for are:
-

B60L 11/18 (Electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle) using
power supplied from primary cells, secondary cells, or fuel cells

-

H01M 8/04 Auxiliary arrangements, e.g. for control of pressure or for
circulation of fluids

-

H01M 8/04298 Processes for controlling fuel cells or fuel cell system

2.5 Structure of the patent landscape analysis
Note To illustrate this section the following example will be used for explanatory purposes:
Automotive PEMFC Systems. This patent search and analysis was carried out in 2018 and
the analysis is restricted to granted patents published between 1998 and 2017.
2.5.1 Keywords
A list of keywords must be defined for the technology to be investigated. These keywords are
used to perform keyword-based patent searches (searches can also be performed based on
IPC codes). However, patent applicants can use different wordings to describe the same
technologies. This may be due to genuine differences between how a technology is
described in different companies (or countries) but may also be due to attempts to make less
obvious to competitors what the technology is. Special characters are used to improve
keyword-based patent searches. These special characters are called wildcards and allow to
truncate search terms.
The available wildcard symbols are:
• *: 0 (zero) or more characters
• ?: 0 (zero) or 1 character
• #: Exactly 1 character
• =: exact word
• “xxx yyy”: exact sentence
If the search should also include the plural form of a word, different endings or alternative
spellings, it is necessary to use the appropriate wildcard.
Examples
• Enter screw* to find any word beginning with screw , e.g. screws , screwdriver ,
screwing , screwer , etc.
• Enter screw? to find the words screw or screws .
• Enter Ann# to find the names Anne or Anna .
Furthermore, Booleans operators AND, OR and NOT are used to combine several keywords.
Box 7: Keywords used to search for patents related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems”

Keywords used to search for patents related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems”
© INN-BALANCE
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Search for patents with the following keywords in Title or Abstract:
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” OR system? OR
device? OR assembly OR stack? OR unit? OR module?
Search for patents with the following keywords in Title or Abstract or Description:
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev”
Exclude patents with the following keywords in Title or Abstract or Description:
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic"
2.5.2 Activity – number of patent publications over time
This analysis shows the evolution of patent publications over time. It provides strong
indication on the maturity of the technology. This analysis is performed by comparing the
yearly number of patent publications related to a certain technology.
Furthermore, the number of patents applied for per year follows in most of the cases a
growth pattern akin to a gaussian curve representing the life cycle of the searched
technology. When the curve is going up, the technology is evolving very fast and is still in an
early phase of development. When the number of patents starts to diminish the technology
has advanced to a more mature state and is ready for commercialisation and sales to
potential customers.
Box 8: Activity - number of patent publications over time related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)

Activity – number of patent publications over time related to “Automotive PEMFC
Systems” (2373 patents)

The patent landscape results based on 2372 patents indicate that the automotive PEMFC
technology experienced growing number of patent publications starting from 1998 until 2004
(before 1998 only very few patents were granted). Between 2004 and 2008, a high level of
patenting activity is observed with a maximal number of about 220 patent publications
reached in 2008. After 2008, a constant decrease of patent publications is observed until
2016. This can be a sign that the PEMFC technology has now reached a more mature
technology level.

© INN-BALANCE
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2.5.3 Country of patent application
Analysing the patent publications per jurisdictions provides an indication of the main
jurisdictions where patents are filed. It can serve as an indicator of current and potential
markets for a specific technology to be produced, sold or licensed.
Note:
The country of patent application is not the same as the country of the patent applicants
showing where patents applicants come from (see section 2.5.9)
Box 9: Country where patent application related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents) are registered

Country where patent application related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373
patents) are registered

As shown by this map, most of the patent application were registered in the United States
(1415 patents) and in China (518 patents). Only 105 patents were registered in Europe at the
European Patent Office. The countries where applicants are located are presented in section
2.5.9.
2.5.4 Number of patent publications per jurisdiction and over time
This analysis provides indication on the number of patent publication per major patent filing
jurisdictions over time. This analysis can show trends regarding current and future potential
markets for a particular technology to be produced and sold/licensed.
Box 10: Evolution of patent applications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents) per jurisdiction over
time

Evolution of patent applications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373
patents) per jurisdiction over time

© INN-BALANCE
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It can been seen that patents were first registered in US patent offices. Applications in China
began five years later, in 2006. At that time, the number of patent applications in the USA
were 10 times higher than in China. Since 2010, applications in USA have only been only 2
to 4 times higher than in China. In the last analysed year (2016), the trend changed: for the
first time more patents were registered in China than in the USA.
It can also be noticed that patent applications in Canada started before applications were
registered at the EPO. However, it can be observed that after 2014, more patents were
registered at the EPO than at the Canadian patent office.
The same pattern can be found between the Republic of Korea and Japan: the application of
patent first started in Japan but, since 2011, more patents have been filed in Korea.
When looking at the global figures, it can be said that:
- Patent applications in the EU are still very low compared to applications in jurisdictions such
as USA and China
- Patent applications in China began later than in the USA but in most recent year patents
are mostly registered at Asian patent offices (especially in China and Korea).
2.5.5 Top 15 most valuable patents
This analysis shows the most valuable patents in a patent group. The patent value is
calculated based on three criteria: amount of forward citations, recency effect and family size.
Note:
Based on our personal feedback on the use of the tool, this automatically generated analysis
by PatentInspiration is not always reliable and results obtained not always consistent. As a
personal advice, we would recommend reading the abstract of the Top 15 most valuable
patent groups and checking if the descriptions are close to the description of the searched
technology.

© INN-BALANCE
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Box 11: Top 15 most valuable patents related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)

Top 15 most valuable patents related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)
Publication number Score
US5401589A
US6030718A
US2006260672A1
US6197147B1
US6066409A
US2005057098A1
US6245309B1
US2010003545A1
US2003059654A1
US2004096734A1
US6218035B1
US2003113603A1
US2004127588A1
US4175165A
US2004028971A1

73
71
70
69
69
69
69
69
69
67
67
66
65
65
64

Publication date
28 Mrz 1995
29 Feb 2000
23 Nov 2006
06 Mrz 2001
23 Mai 2000
17 Mrz 2005
12 Jun 2001
07 Jan 2010
27 Mrz 2003
20 Mai 2004
17 Apr 2001
19 Jun 2003
01 Jul 2004
20 Nov 1979
12 Feb 2004

Granted Publication Granted
Number Date
US5401589A
28 Mrz 1995
US6030718A
29 Feb 2000
US7888590B2
15 Feb 2011
US6197147B1
06 Mrz 2001
US6066409A
23 Mai 2000
US6909200B2
21 Jun 2005
US6245309B1
12 Jun 2001
US7820321B2
26 Okt 2010
US6649289B2
18 Nov 2003
US7384552B2
10 Jun 2008
US6218035B1
17 Apr 2001
US7318972B2
15 Jan 2008
US7235320B2
26 Jun 2007
US4175165A
20 Nov 1979
US7393464B2
01 Jul 2008

Title
Applicant
Application of fuel cells to power generation systems
VICKERS SHIPBUILDING & ENG [GB],CJBD LTD [GB]
Proton exchange membrane fuel cell power system
AVISTA CORP [US]
Supply unit for power and water based on renewable energy
PURE SOIL HOLDING INC [BZ],NIEDERER ROBERT
Process for continuous production of membrane-electrode composites
HOECHST RES & TECH GMBH & CO [DE]
Electrochemical fuel cell stack with improved reactant manifolding and sealing BALLARD POWER SYSTEMS [CA]
Methods of supplying energy to an energy bus in a hybrid electric vehicle, and apparatuses,
AZURE DYNAMICS
media and
INCsignals
[CA] for the same
Method and devices for producing hydrogen by plasma reformer
H2 TECH S A R L [US]
Redox Flow Battery System for Distributed Energy Storage
ENERVAULT CORP [US]
Fuel cell power supply system
ZTEK CORP [US]
Proton-comducting membrane and the use thereof
BASF FUEL CELL GMBH [DE]
Proton exchange membrane fuel cell power system
AVISTA LAB INC [US]
Hydrophilic polymers and their use in electrochemical cells
ITM POWER LTD [GB]
Proton-conducting membrane and use thereof
PEMEAS GMBH [DE]
Fuel cell system utilizing ion exchange membranes and bipolar plates
ENGELHARD MIN & CHEM [US]
Cooling agents for cooling systems in fuel cell drives
BASF AG [DE]

All Top 15 patents were granted in the USA but only 5 of them were submitted by US
applicants. 4 patents were submitted by German applicants, 2 by Canadian and 2 by English
applicants. Two of them were granted to BASF AG (German chemical company) in 2008 and
two to AVISTA (American energy company) in 2000 and 2001.
The patent with the highest score was published and granted in 1995 to VICKERS
SHIPBUILDING (GB) for the US jurisdiction and addresses the broad topic of application of
fuel cells to electricity generation system. Another Top 15 patent that deals with a fuel cell
system utilizing ion exchange membranes and bipolar plates was published and granted in
1979. All other Top 15 most valuable patents were published and granted between 2000 and
2011.
2.5.6 List of major applicants (for INN-BALANCE, equivalent to list of major
companies)
The analysis presents the number of patents per applicant in the patent group. The
“PatentInspiration” software extracts applicant data from the bibliographic data included in
the patent information. When multiple applicants are present, the list is split into individual
items. An intelligent text comparison algorithm is used to merge applicants which are
probably the same (i.e., in the case of spelling errors, abbreviations or company type
suffixes).
This analysis gives information about the main competitors in a specific field or
technological area. This analysis can also be conducted to know who the applicants are
and to which type of organisations they belong to (e.g. academic players and industrial
companies). Preliminary searches performed for INN-BALANCE exploitable results showed
that only very few universities are involved in patenting activities (see Box 13 in the section
below).
Box 12: List of major applicants for patents related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)

List of major applicants for patents related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373
patents)
Applicant
GM GLOBAL TECH OPERATIONS
INC
TOYOTA MOTOR CO LTD
HONDA MOTOR CO LTD
HYUNDAI MOTOR CO LTD

© INN-BALANCE

Count
234
202
188
181

Applicant
DAIMLER CHRYSLER AG
SUZUKI MOTOR CORP
FAW GROUP CORP
YAMAHA MOTOR CO
LTD

Count
19
19
18
16

16
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NISSAN MOTOR
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC IND CO
LTD
GEN MOTORS CORP
IDATECH LLC
KIA MOTORS CORP
SHANGHAI SHENLI HIGH TECH CO
BALLARD POWER SYSTEMS
DAIMLER AG
SAMSUNG SDI CO LTD
UTC POWER CORP
ASAHI GLASS CO LTD
FORD GLOBAL TECH LLC

84
73
56
49
45
44
42
38
37
27
25
21

UNIV TSINGHUA
SUNRISE POWER CO
LTD
FORD MOTOR CO
SIEMENS AG
KIM SAE HOON
UNIV TONGJI
SANYO ELECTRIC CO
REVEO INC
SONY CORP
HITACHI LTD
RENAULT SAS
MANABE KOTA

16
16
16
15
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
13

1885 different applicants were identified during this patent search. Only 67 out of 1885
applicants are academic institutions (see section 2.5.7).
The main applicant is GM with 232 granted patents. The next 4 main applicants are all
Asian car manufacturers, namely Toyota, Honda, Hyundai and Nissan. Among the Top 30
applicants, other car producers can be found: Kia, Daimler, Ford, Suzuki, Yamaha.
Companies from the fuel cell sector (for example Sunrise Power) are also included in the
Top 30 applicants list. Only 2 universities are included under the Top 30 applicants: both
Chinese University Tsinghua and University Tongjj with respectively 16 and 14 patents.
2.5.7 Number of patent publications per academic institutions over time
This analysis provides information on the patent activities of academic institutions over
time and shows the evolution of the number of patent publications per year. This is a good
indication of research activities carried out by an academic institution in a specific technology
or area over time.
Box 13: Number of patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents) per academic institutions
over time

Number of patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)
per academic institutions over time
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Only 67 out of 1885 applicants are academic partners. The most active in patenting are the
three Chinese Universities of Tsinghua, Tongji and Wuhan with respectively 16, 14 and 8
patents. The first non-Chinese university is University California with 6 patents. The first
European academic applicant is the Swiss Paul Scherrer Institute with 2 patents. The graphic
above shows that all patents applied for by University of California were submitted before
2010 and that no more patents have been submitted by University Tsinghua since 2011.
Since 2013, University Tongji has been the most active academic institutions applying for
patents in the field of automotive PEMFC systems.
2.5.8 Number of patent publications per applicant over time
This analysis shows the activity of the applicants over the time. This analysis shows the
interest of an applicant in a specific technology and allow to identify newcomers and
emerging stakeholders.
Box 14: Number of patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents) per
applicant over time

Number of patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)
per applicant over time
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This table shows when the different companies started to apply for patents on automotive
PEMFC systems and how their activities evolved over time. Honda and General Motors were
the first companies to engage in patenting with respectively 14 patent publications in 2002
and 14 patents in 2003. Around 2006, Shanghai Shenli High Tech CO was the most active
company in patenting with 22 patents in 2006 but after then the number of applications of the
company decreased significantly. In 2003, the number of applications of General Motors rose
and starting from 2006 GM became the most active patenting company worldwide reaching a
maximum of 33 patents in 2008. Toyota was also very active at the end of the 2000’s with 40
patents in 2009. When looking at the most recent years, it can be observed that Hyundai and
Toyota gained momentum with respectively 16 and 23 patents in 2016, whilst the number of
patents filed in by other companies fell below 5 patents.
2.5.9 Country of applicants
This analysis shows the country of applicants. This shows where the innovation has been
generated. Indeed, the country of a patent application is not necessarily the same as the
country of the patent applicant, as Asian applicants tend to register their patents at foreign
patent offices (mostly in the USA).
Box 15: Country of applicants of patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)

Country of applicants of patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems”
(2373 patents)
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729 patents out of 2373 were submitted by applicants from Japan showing the high level of
patenting activities of Japanese car manufacturers, although most of those patents were not
registered within Japan (only 68 patents application registered in Japan). The second most
country with the highest number of applicants is the USA, followed by China and Korea. The
first EU country is Germany ranked at the fifth place with 238 patents submitted by German
applicants, followed by France with 57 patents, UK with 26 patents. Other EU member states
have less than 10 applicants.
2.5.10

Most attributed IPC (Full, Main group or Subclass)

This analysis focusses on the IPC in order to have an overview of technologies and
application fields related to the selected patent group.
Notes:
- Several IPC codes can be associated with the same patent.
- The analysis will be based on full, main group or subclass code, depending on which
analysis is the most relevant.
Box 16: Most attributed IPC codes to patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC Systems” (2373 patents)

Most attributed IPC codes to patent publications related to “Automotive PEMFC
Systems” (2373 patents)
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As presented in section 2.4.3, the most represented subclasses of the present patent group
are H01M PROCESSES OR MEANS, e.g. BATTERIES, FOR THE DIRECT CONVERSION
OF CHEMICAL ENERGY INTO ELECTRICAL ENERGY which accounts for 55% of all
classes.

The

second

most

represented

subclass

is

B60L

PROPULSION

OF

ELECTRICALLY-PROPELLED VEHICLE representing 9% of all classes.
In order to have a more precise view of technologies and applications included in the patent
groups, an analysis was conducted on the full IPC codes. A total of 1244 IPC full codes
attributed to classify the 2373 patents were found for the present patent pool. However, only
approximately 100 full codes have at least 10 occurrences.
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3. Results of the patent landscape analysis for INNBALANCE
The first part of this chapter presents the results of the patent landscape analysis performed
for each of the thirteen priority exploitable results. The second part of chapter contains more
general learnings at project level based on the results of all performed patent landscape
analysis.

3.1 Results of the patent landscape analysis at exploitable
results level
The following sections present the results of the patent landscape analysis for each priority
exploitable result. For better readability, the results of the patent landscape analysis follow
the same structure as the one described in section 2.5. At the beginning of each subsection,
the keywords selected by S2i and the partners to carry out the patent search are presented.
A more customized approach was used for certain exploitable results which are rather new
or entered the market very recently (starting section 3.8). The aim of this novel search
method is to reduce the patent sample to a minimum by 1. searching for the patent whose
description I closest to the one of the exploitable results and extend the analysis to patents
belonging to the same families and 2. by narrowing down the patent pool to certain IPC
classes.
At the end of this chapter, the two patent search methods are compared and assessed (see
3.2.8).
It is important to note that the analysis below focuses only on patents that have been
granted with publication dates between 2000 and 2020. Patent applications that were
published but not granted at the time of the analysis are not considered in the later work.

3.1.1 Compact housing of automotive FC stack (171 patents)
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” (TAC)
AND
stack OR system OR unit OR module (TAC)
AND
cas* OR flange (TAC)
OR
seal* OR fix* OR position* OR assemb* OR separat* OR mount* (TA)
Number of patent publications over time
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The number of patent publication over time is increasing between 2000 and 2009. After 2009
the yearly publications are rather constant with an average of 10 publications with two peaks,
the first one in 2008 and the second one in 2016.
Country of patent application

Most of the patents are registered in the United States and China with respectively 86 and 35
patents filed in these 2 jurisdictions. Other jurisdictions were the patent are filed in, are
Korea, Japan and Canada, which have each registered 10 or more patents.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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The graphic above shows that since 2000 patent publications have been dominantly
registered in the USA. Since 2010, an increasing number of patent publications have been
filed in the 3 Asian countries China, Korea and Japan. China even surpassed the USA in
terms of registered patent publications in 2016 and 2018.
Top 15 most valuable patents

Out of the Top 15 most valuable patents, 11 were registered in the USA. Out of the 11, only
4 were submitted by US applicants, 5 were submitted by Japanese applicants, 1 by a Korean
applicant 1 by a French applicant. It appears when analysing the 15 most valuable patents
that some of them are not referring to a FC technology. This might indicate that the keywords
used when selecting the patent pool were not accurate enough. It should also be considered
that the analysis of most valuable patents is not always reliable and consistent.
List of major applicants
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The big Asian automotive manufacturers are among the main applicants: Toyota, Honda,
Hyundai and Nissan.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

The share of academic institution in the total number of applications is rather low. The 2 most
active universities in patenting with 2 patent publications are the Chinese Universities of
Hubei and Tsinghua.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time
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This graphic shows that starting from 2009 almost all patents have been published by the big
Asian automotive manufacturers. It can be observed that the pace of publication has been
steadily increasing over the last years.
Country of applicants

Most of the patent applicants are from Japan and Korea. The other major applicants come
from the United States, Germany and China with more than 10 patents for each of these
countries.
Most attributed IPC
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The most represented subclasses of the present patent group are H01M8/00 “Fuel cells” and
B60L11/00 “Electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle” which account for
58% of all subclasses. The third most represented subclass is B60K1/00 “Arrangement or
mounting of electrical propulsion units” with 15 patents classified under this class.
3.1.2 Innovative control system for FC system (243 patents)
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” OR “powertrain” (TAC)
AND
system? OR device? OR stack? OR unit? OR module? (TAC)
AND
control* OR monitor* OR diagno* OR (status AND observ*) (TA)
AND
model* OR "thda" OR "thd" OR harmonic OR distortion OR estimat* (TAC)
Number of patent publications over time
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For the present patent group, the number of patent publications was constant between 2004
and 2015 with an average of 10 publications per year. An increase in publications is
observed from 2015 on.
Country of patent application

Most of the patents are registered in China (177 patents) and in the United States (54
patents). 7 patents were filed in at the European Patent Office.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time

It can be observed that since 2006 most of the patents have been registered in China. In
2018 and 2019 the number of patents registered in China (31 registrations) doubled
compared to the years before.
Top 15 most valuable patents
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12 US patents, 2 EPO patents and 1 Chinese patent are among the 15 most valuable
patents. The applicants are very diverse and come from 3 regions: North America, Europe
and East Asia.
List of major applicants

Companies from the automotive sectors from East Asia and the USA are listed among the
main applicants. Toyota Motor and General Motors are the most active corporations active in
patenting in the present patent group. The Chinese University of Tsinghua which filed in 5
patents is the only academic institutions represented among the main applicants.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time
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Many academic institutions have filed in patents related to control systems. University
Tsinghua which has the highest patent count registered its last patent in 2011. Both Chinese
Universities of Jilin and Hubei published respectively 3 and 2 patents in the last 2 years
which make them the most active in patenting lately. It can be observed that 2015 was
characterized by a peak of French patent applications from French research institutions and
universities. A detailed analysis revealed that they issued a joint patent.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time

In recent years the companies that filed in the most patents are in chronological order Toyota
Motor (highest number of publications in 2016), Beiqi Foton Motor in 2017, Zhengzhou
Yutong Bus in 2018 and Zhejiang CRRC electric vehicle in 2019. This demonstrates that
East Asian corporation are highly active in the filling of patents related to control systems for
FC systems.
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Country of applicants

As described above, the main patent applicants are Chinese. Another significant group of
applicants come from the United States and Korea.
Most attributed IPC

As for the first patent group (see 3.1.1), the 2 most represented patent subclasses are
H01M8/00 “fuel cells” and B60L11/00 “Electric propulsion with power supplied within the
vehicle. All patents are either listed under the classes B60 “Vehicles in general”, H01M
“Processes or means, e.g. batteries for the direct conversion of chemical energy into
electrical energy” and G01R “Measuring electric variables, measuring magnetic variables”.
3.1.3 Optimized cathode module for automotive FC stack (422 patents)
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” OR “powertrain” (TAC)
AND
cathode (TACD)
AND
© INN-BALANCE
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air (TACD)
AND
compress* (TACD)
Number of patent publications over time

The number of patent publications increased from 10 to 40 patents between 2002 until 2008
to stabilize at around 25 publications per year starting 2009. A second peak in patent
publishing can be observed in 2016 with almost 40 patents published.
Country of patent application

The biggest share of published patents was registered in the United States (~75%) followed
by China (62 patents) and the European Patent Office (24 patents).
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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The figure above shows that registrations in the US patent office are almost always at the
same level (> 10 registrations per year) throughout the analysed time period. It can be
observed that registrations in China slowed down in the early 2010’s and that registrations at
the Canadian patent office experienced an unusual high in 2015 and 2016.
Top 15 most valuable patents

Unsurprisingly, it can be noted that US and East Asian automotive manufacturers are among
the main applicants of the present patent group. Most of the patent titles refer to fuel cell
system and fuel cell equipped vehicle. This demonstrates that the patent search was
accurate and that the keywords used were appropriate.
List of major applicants
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This table points out that Honda, Toyota and General Motors and Hyundai to a lesser extent
are the most active companies in patenting regarding optimized cathode module.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

Academic institutions are underrepresented among the applicants. There are 2 universities
from the US: the Battelle Memorial Institute and the University Auburn. The Swiss institute
Paul Scherrer applied for 2 patents and French academic institutions published a common
patent in 2015.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time
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The picture above reveals that Honda motors published most of the patents over the time
period 2000-2007 and was then surpassed by companies like Toyota and GM, as well as
Hyundai and Suzuki at a lesser extent. The rise in patent publications observed between
2004 and 2007 for Honda motors seems to coincide with the release of the Honda FCX
Clarity, while the increase in patent publications in 2012 and 2013 for Toyota seems to be
linked with the market entry of the Toyota Mirai.
Country of applicants

As stated above, most applicants are employees of the big East Asian and US automotive
manufactures. There are also many German applicants. A detailed analysis shows that the
group of German patent applicants is very heterogeneous and consists of a variety of
companies from the automotive and aeronautic sectors including AIRBUS, Audi, BMW,
Daimler, Bosch, Volkswagen.
Most attributed IPC
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As for the 2 previous patent groups (see sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2), H01M and B60 are the
most represented patent classification classes.
3.1.4 High speed air compressor for automotive FC stack (87 patents)
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
"vehicle" OR "vehicles" OR “fcev” OR "fcv" OR "powertrain" OR automotiv* OR “car” OR
“cars” (TAC)
AND
compress* OR turbo* OR blow* OR ( supply* AND ("air" OR "oxygen")) (TAC)
AND
bearing* OR oil* OR "high-speed" OR "high speed" OR volute* OR diffuser* (TAC)
NOT
"air-*" OR refuelling OR storage OR carbon OR steam (TA)
Number of patent publications over time
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The number of patent publications is constant for the present patent group over the 20 years’
time period with a yearly publication number in the range of 1-8. The limited size of the
patent group makes it difficult to identify trends.
Country of patent application

The patents of this patent group are registered evenly in the United States, the Republic of
Korea and China with about 20 patents each. A few patents were filed in at the Japanese,
Taiwanese and European patent offices.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time

This yearly evolution chart indicates that patent registrations have remained almost constant
over the time period in the analysed countries. However, an increase in patent registrations
is observed between 2012 and 2015 in the Republic of Korea, which is linked to the
patenting activities of the Korean company Halla Visteon Climate Control which is one the
main component suppliers of Hyundai4.
4

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/halla-visteon-climate-control-supports-first-mass-producedfuel-cell-electric-vehicle-246523041.html
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Top 15 most valuable patents

As for the previous patent groups, most of the patents among the most valuable patents are
patents registered in the US (9 out of 15). When analysing the title of the high ranked
patents, it appears that the patents ranked 1 and 4 refer to aircrafts and vertical take-off
machineries. This emphasizes that the most valuable patents are not necessarily the ones
whose descriptions are the closest to the searched result.
List of major applicants

US and East Asian component suppliers and automotive companies are among the main
patent applicants. With a total of 18 submitted patents, the Korean company Halla Visteon
Corporation is the lead patent applicant.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time
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There are only 3 academic institutions that filed in patents related to air compressor for
automotive FC stack, namely the Swiss Institute Paul Scherrer, and the 2 Chinese
Universities Xi'an Jiaotong and Tongji.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time

It can be observed that the company Halla Visteon corporation and its subsidiary Climate
Control submitted patents during the 2011-2015 time period. This coincides with the release
of hydrogen version of the Hyundai FC vehicles equipped with components of Halla Visteon.
GM war very active in the years 2007-2008, just after the release of the Sequel in 2005, one
of the first vehicle to integrate a FC propulsion system5.
Country of applicants
5

https://www.gmheritagecenter.com/featured/Fuel_Cell_Vehicles.html
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The applicants come from 3 main regions: East Asia including Japan, Korea and China, the
United States and Europe.
Most attributed IPC

As for the previous patent groups, the patent classification classes H01M and B60 are the
most represented. The third most represented class is F04D which refers to
displacement/rotary pumps for pumping liquids or elastic fluids.
3.1.5 Control strategy of the anode of the FC stack (injector, purge and bleed) (97
patents)
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” OR “powertrain” (TAC)
AND
anode AND (control* OR optimi* OR improv* OR strategy OR operat*) (TAC)
AND
water OR inject* Or purg* OR bleed* OR exhaust* OR “start up” or “shut down” (TAC)
NOT
cathode (T)
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Number of patent publications over time

Patent publications related to the control strategy of the anode module experienced a high in
2007 and 2010 with 11 publications. However, it’s difficult to see trends since the pool of
patents is relatively small throughout the studied period.
Country of patent application

Most of the patents were registered in the US patent offices (~60%) and China (~25%). The
few other patents were registered in Europe, Asia and North America.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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The picture above shows that the number of patent registrations is almost constant over the
years in the US and China. It can be observed that the number of patent registrations tends
to increase in countries such as Korea, Japan and Canada from 2010 onwards. It should be
noted that these numbers are too small to draw solid conclusions.
Top 15 most valuable patents

Once again, it can be observed that patents registered in the US are predominant in the list
of most valuable patents. It appears that the patents ranked 1, 2 and 4 refer to battery
system and methods for generating hydrogen. This highlights the need to use class prefixes
when filtering patents to best select the patent group. It should also be noted here that this
exploitable result partly refers to a model-based software that is usually not patented nor
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patentable. Article 52 of the European Patent Convention6 states that programs for
computers shall not be regarded as inventions. For software, one of the keys for patentability
lies in the technical effect of the invention and its innovative step, meaning that if the
software shows an effect on a real world application and is built upon an non-obvious
invention requiring a substantial effort, then it is likely to be patentable7.
List of major applicants

Among the main applicants, there are the usual US and East Asian automotive
manufacturers, the Canadian Fuel Cell manufacturers Ballard power systems (together with
the joint applicants M. Wilson and V. Yadha), the former US fuel cell company UTC power
(acquired in 2013 by ClearEdge Power8) and the German automotive manufacturer Audi AG.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

The Swiss Paul Scherrer Institute and the 3 Chinese University of Tongji, Xi'an Jiaotong and
Tianjin are among the academic institutions submitting patents regarding the control strategy
of the anode module. As for the previous exploitable results, the numbers of patents filed in
by academic stakeholders is very small.
6

https://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-texts/html/epc/2016/e/ar52.html
https://www.bardehle.com/europeansoftwarepatents/software-patent-epo/
8
https://www.oregonlive.com/hillsboro/2013/02/clearedge_power_finalizes_acqu.html#incart_more_business
7
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Number of patent publications per applicant over time

In recent years, General Motors and Hyundai were the most active companies in submitting
patents related to the control strategy of the anode module. The 2 applicants M. Wilson and
V. Yadha published several joint patents: a first in 2011 together with Ballard Power Systems
(US2011171547A1, Low Power Control of Fuel Cell Open Circuit Voltage), a second
followed in May 2013 together with Audi AG (US2013108941A1, Quick restart of fuel cell
power plant as alternative to idling) and a third in August 2013 with Audi AG and UTC Power
Corporation (US2013197729A1, In-service fuel cell performance recovery).
Country of applicants

One third (38 patents) of the applicants come from the United States. An equal number of
patents (~15) was submitted by applicants from Germany, Korea and Japan.
Most attributed IPC
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The most represented subclasses are H01M8/00 “Fuel cells” and B60L11/00 “Electric
propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle” that appear respectively in 79 and 19
patents. The third most represented meta-class is C25B which refers to electrolytic or
electrophoretic processes for the production of compounds.
3.1.6 Optimized ejector for automotive FC stack (56 patents)
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
"car" OR "cars" OR "vehicle" OR "vehicles" OR automo* OR “fcev” OR "fcv" OR "powertrain"
(TAC)
NOT
cathode (T)
NOT
reform* (TAC)
NOT
carbon (TAC)
AND
Anode* AND ((recircul* OR circulat* OR eject* OR inject* OR inlet OR outlet) AND
(hydrogen OR h2 OR gas OR exhaust)) (TA)
Number of patent publications over time
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The patent group on optimized ejector is - with less than 50 patents - very small. In 2009, the
number of publications rose to reach 8 and was then followed by a decline between 2016
and 2019.
Country of patent application

Most of the patents were registered in the USA (25 patents) and East Asia (25 patents in
China, Korea and Japan).
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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It can be observed that patent registrations in Europe stopped after 2005 and that patent
registrations in the USA, China, Korea and Japan are nearly even from 2007 to 2019. The
decline in patent registrations in the last years is also very clear on this graph.
Top 15 most valuable patents

When looking at the titles of the most valuable patents, it appears that most of them contain
words and terms such as “Fuel Cell”, “fuel cell system” that show that the keywords used for
the patent search are accurate. This is also confirmed by the analysis of the most
represented IPC codes at the end of this section. The most valuable patent was published by
Nissan Motor back in 2012 and is about the operation method of a fuel cell system. Out of
the 15 most valuable patents, 12 were submitted by big players of the automotive sectors
(GM, Toyota, Hyundai and Ford).
List of major applicants
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General Motors and Hyundai are by far the most active companies in patenting regarding
ejector for fuel cell systems. Among the major applicant there is Hamilton Sundstrand
corporation, a former subsidiary of United Technologies Corporation (UTC). UTC merged in
April 2020 with Raytheon Company to form the US based Raytheon Technologies
corporation, a multinational conglomerate that researches and manufacturers in the
aerospace and defence industry.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

The number of academic institutions applying for patents is very low: only two Chinese
universities (Tianjin and Tongji) and the South-Korean University of Sunchon.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time
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It can be observed in the picture above that General Motors and Hyundai submitted most of
their patents between 2007 and 2012. In recent years, only a small number of corporations
including Hyundai, Toyota, Honda, Hamilton Sundstrand Corporation and BMW submitted
patents related to ejector technology for automotive FC system. It also the first time that the
French automotive manufacturer Renault appears in the list of applicants. The company
published 3 patents between 2003 and 2005. It announced end of 2019, that it wants to
introduce fuel cell range extender into its light commercial electric vehicles9.
Country of applicants

One third of the applicants are from the United States. Applicants from China, Korea, Japan
and Germany represent more than half of all other applicants.
Most attributed IPC

9

https://www.greencarcongress.com/2019/10/20191023-renault.html
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The most represented subclasses of the present patent group are H01M8/00 “Fuel cells” and
B60L11/00 “Electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle” which account for
70% of all subclasses.
3.1.7 FC powertrain integration for passenger vehicle (184 patents)
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” OR "hydrogen fuel*" OR
"proton exchange membrane" (TAC)
NOT
sofc OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic*" OR "methanol" OR "reform*" OR
"ethanol" OR aircraft* or aer* OR ship* OR hybrid* OR motorcycle* OR bicycle* (TACD)
AND
"vehicle" OR "vehicles" OR “fcev” OR "fcv" OR automo* OR “car” OR “cars” (TAC)
AND
"fuel cell housing" OR "system integrat*" OR "system mount*" OR "fuel cell mount*" OR
"support* system" OR powertrain* (TAC)
Number of patent publications over time
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The graphic above follows a Gaussian distribution with a peak centred around 2012. A
significant increase in patent publications is observed in 2016 with more than 35 patents
registered this special year.
Country of patent application

The major share of patents of this patent group are registered in Japan. A quarter of the
patents is filed in in the USA and around 16% in China.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time

From 2000 to 2019, the yearly registrations of patents in Japan and USA war nearly even.
Since 2007 onwards, patents have been mostly registered in China. The peak in patents in
2016 is attributable to Toyota Motor which registered several identical patents in multiple
jurisdictions at the same time (China, Japan, USA, Canada and Korea). These countries are
the main marketplaces of the Toyota Mirai which won the World Green Car of the Year
Award in 201610 and whose second generation Mirai was unveiled in 201911.
10

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/and-now-there-is-one-toyota-mirai-wins-2016-world-greencar-award-300241094.html
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Top 15 most valuable patents

Compared to the previous exploitable results, it can be observed that for the present patent
group, all patents ranked among the most valuable were published between 2016 and 2019.
Half of the most valuable patents (8) were submitted by Toyota Motors with patent
registrations in the USA, Japan and China.
List of major applicants

As presented above, it can be noted that Toyota is the lead patent applicant for the patent
group on FC powertrain integration and that other major car manufacturers following in the
rankings are far behind. Denso corporation, a global automotive components manufacturer
headquartered in Japan, and the US based HNO Green Fuels12 company which develops
systems that use hydrogen to increase the efficiency of combustion engines can also be
found in this list.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

11

https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a29411840/toyota-mirai-concept-photos-info/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/hno-green-fuels-now-introduces-leefh2-which-significantlyreduces-particulate-matter-emissions-in-diesel-engines-265682471.html
12
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Among the academic applicants, there are the 3 Chinese Universities of Tsinghua, Chengdu
and Lunghwa.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time

The distribution of patent publication is quite balanced between 2000 and 2019 for the two
main applicants (Toyota and Honda). The graphic shows that Toyota was particularly active
in patenting regarding patents on FC powertrain between 2008 and 2012 and in 2016 when it
issued a lot of patents in different jurisdictions. In the 2 last years, 2 patents were filed in by
Japane Nissan Motor and Saic Motor, a state-owned Chinese automaker, which has
established joint ventures with Volkswagen in Germany and General Motors in the USA13.
Country of applicants
13

https://asia.nikkei.com/Companies/SAIC-Motor-Corp.-Ltd
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Given the large number of patents filed by Nissan, Honda, and Toyota, it is not surprising
that most patent applicants are Japanese.
Most attributed IPC

As for the previous exploitable results, the most represented subclasses are H01M8 “fuel
cells” and B60L11 “electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle”. Most of the
other patents belong to the B60 class which refers to “vehicles in general”.
3.1.8 Automotive fuel cell stack POD (32 patents)
As described in public deliverable D1.4 – public results of the architecture and system level
optimization14, the fuel cell stack “pod” is an adapter plate between the fuel cell gasket
surfaces and the sub-modules such as cooling and cathode module. The technical term
“pod” which is used by project partners inside INN-BALANCE doesn’t seem to be widely
used in scientific literature or patent descriptions. “End plate” is the term that is closest to the
definition given in D1.4 and was therefore chosen to carry out the patent search.
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” OR "hydrogen fuel*" OR
14

https://www.innbalance-fch-project.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/downloads/D1.4_submitted.pdf
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"proton exchange membrane" (TAC)
NOT
"sofc" OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
H01M8/24 children included in IPC Codes
AND
“end plate” and stack (T)
Number of patent publications over time

The yearly number of publications is quite constant over the time period 2001-2019 with an
average of 3-4 publications per year.
Country of patent application

Most of the patents of the patent pool have been registered in the Republic of Korea, China
and the United States.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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During the 2000’s, most patents were filed in at the Korean patent office. In recent years,
starting 2015, most of the patents have been registered in China and the United States.
Top 15 most valuable patents

Out of the 15 most valuable patents, 5 were registered in the US, 4 in Korea, 2 in Germany,
2 in China/Taiwan, one in Japan and one at the European Patent Office. The patent
considered as the most valuable (based on the 3 criteria: amount of forward citations,
recency and family size) was published by the Swiss engineering company Tribecraft AG
which collaborates with the Swiss Institute Paul Scherrer and car manufacturers such as
Daimler15. Among the applicants, there is also the German company Inhouse Engineering
15

https://www.tribecraft.ch/en/craft/works/d-bow
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specialised in FC-based combined heat and power system for domestic applications16 and
the US company Bloom energy headquartered in California which develops and
manufactures mainly stationary SOFC FC technologies17.
List of major applicants

Like for the other exploitable results, the big East-Asian car manufacturers (Hyundai, Kia,
Toyota and Honda) are among the main applicants. Apart from these usual applicants, there
are also the Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology based in Daejeon and
UTC Power corporation, a former US fuel cell company acquired in 2013 by ClearEdge
Power.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

Besides KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology), there are Chonnam
National University ("CNU") which is a University in Gwangju, South Korea, and KIST, not to
be confused with KAIST, which is the Korea Institute of Science and Technology located in
16
17

https://www.inhouse-engineering.de/en/
https://www.bloomenergy.com/
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Seoul and best known as the first multidisciplinary research institute in Korea founded in
1966. Hangzhou Dianzi University (HDU), a government funded public university in
Hangzhou, China, is also listed among the academic applicants.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time

It can be observed that Korean applicants (Hyundai, KAIST and KIA) have been the most
active in patenting regarding innovations related to automotive FC stack POD in recent
years. It appears that the patent publications of the other applicants considered as “big
traditional car manufacturers” such as Honda, Toyota and General motors were mainly
issued in the early 2000’s.
Country of applicants

The biggest share (more than 50%) of applicants of the present patent pool are from the
Republic of Korea. Together, applicants from China and the United States represent one
quarter of all applicants.
Most attributed IPC
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As it was to be expected, the most represented IPC class is H01M8 “fuel cells”, far ahead of
the other classes. This result was anticipated since this IPC class H01M8 was included in the
patent search query.
3.1.9 Humidity observation in FC cathode (14 patents)
This exploitable result refers to an innovation – a sensorless humidity observation method that is not yet present on the market and for which only a few comparable solutions even
exist or are patented. In this specific case, the patent search focussed not on patent whose
descriptions are close to the description of the innovation itself but rather on existing
comparable patented solutions that could be improved. The selection of keywords was made
in such a way as to broaden the patent group to include related innovations.
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
"sofc" OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” OR “powertrain” (TAC)
AND
humidity OR observation OR sensor OR control OR water OR management OR balance
(TACD)
AND
H01M8/04 children included (Auxiliary arrangements, e.g. for control of pressure or for
circulation of fluids)
F24F6/00 children included (Air-humidification)
AND
humid* (T)
Number of patent publications over time
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Due to the small size of the patent pool (14 patents), there is no real trend to be observed
from the number of yearly patent publications. There are 2 longer periods between 20022004 and 2014-2016, where no patents on humidifier related innovations were published.
Country of patent application

9 out of 14 patents were registered at East-Asian patent offices (China, Republic of Korea
and Japan). 3 patents were filed in in the USA and 2 in Europe (France and Germany).
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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It appears that 3 out of the 5 last published patents were registered in China and that since
2006 no new patents have been filed in at the Japanese, French and German patent offices.
Most valuable patents

Due to a very narrow selection of keywords and patent classes, the patent names and
descriptions are very similar and refer in most of the cases to a system for the water
management of the air supply of fuel cell systems. Among the applicants, there is the
Chinese company Sunrise Power Co Ltd18 that manufactures battery system and develops
proton exchange membrane fuel cells and stacks for automotive applications.
18

https://www.bloomberg.com/profile/company/XYUDPZ:CH
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List of applicants

There are several car manufacturers among the applicants: Hyundai, General Motors, Ford,
Renault and Suzuki. The French tire manufacturer Michelin is also included in the list. It
announced in November 2019 together with the automotive supplier Faurencia of Symbio,
the creation of a joint venture combining all fuel cell dedicated activities of both companies
with the aim of becoming a world leader in hydrogen mobility19.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time
The Swiss Institute Paul Scherrer published a patent in 2007 together with the French tire
manufacturer Michelin on the control of the polymer humidifying membrane of a fuel cell.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time
Since the present patent pool is relatively small and many applicants hold only one patent
publications, no trend can be identified in terms of patenting strategy and evolution in patent
publishing.
Country of applicants

19

https://www.faurecia.com/en/newsroom/faurecia-and-michelin-formalize-their-joint-venture-and-aimcreate-worldwide-leader-hydrogen-mobility
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Half of the applicants are from the United States and the Republic of Korea. The other
applicants are from Europe and China.
Most attributed IPC

The most represented IPC classes are H01M8/00 and B60L11/00 corresponding respectively
to “fuel cells” and “electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle”.
3.1.10

Anti-freeze module for automotive FC (37 patents)

This exploitation result refers to an alternative cold start method for automotive FC by using a
methanol solution as antifreeze rather than a dry gas purge method20.
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” OR "hydrogen fuel*" OR
"proton exchange membrane" (TAC)
NOT
"sofc" OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” OR “powertrain” (TAC)
AND
cold OR "start-up" OR purg* OR freeze OR cool* OR water OR remov* (TACD)
AND
start (T)
AND
H01M8 children included (Fuel cells, Manufacture thereof)
B60 children included (Vehicles in general)
Number of patent publications over time

20

Knorr F, Garcia D, Schirmer J, Gazdizcki P, Friedrich KA. Methanol as antifreeze agent for cold start of automotive polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cells. Appl Energy 2019;238:1-10.
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The number of publications experienced a high during the 2010’s with an average of 3-4
publications per year compared to the 2000’s where there are some years without any
publications (2003 and 2008-2010).
Country of patent application

About half of the patents have been registered in the United States and a quarter in China.
The remaining patents have been filed in at the Korean, French and German patent offices.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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The distribution of patent publications per jurisdiction shows that during the 2010’s, most of
the patents have been registered in the USA. It can also be observed that an increasing
number of publications have been filed in China and Korea from 2014 onwards and that the
patent registrations at European patent offices occurred during the early 2000’s and stopped
in 2007.
Top 15 most valuable patents

When analysing the titles of the most valuable patents, it appears that most titles refer to the
description of the exploitable results, namely a method/procedure to optimize the start-up of
a PEM fuel cell. As for most of the other exploitable results, it can be observed that most of
these patents have been registered in the US while the applicants are mostly from East-Asia
(9 out of 15 patents submitted by Korean and Japanese applicants). A few new corporations
are included in this list such as NuCellSys Gmbh, a German 100% owned by Daimler
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company, which have been operating under the name Mercedes-Benz Fuel Cell GmbH from
January 2019 on21 and the former Ford-Daimler joint cooperation Automotive Fuel Cell
Cooperation Corporation (AFCC) which assets were sold to the Canadian FC company
Ballard in 2018 when AFFC’s operation were terminated22.
List of major applicants

There are predominantly European, American and Asian car manufacturers among the major
applicants: Hyundai, Daimler, Honda, Toyota, General Motors, Renault. Besides those, there
are also corporations developing energy solutions for electric vehicle such as Yinlong Energy
Co.,Ltd funded in 2008 in China23 and Shenli science Technology, a Chinese company
involved in the development of FC vehicles.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time
There are no academic institution applying for patent in the present patent group.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time
There are no academic institution applying for patent in the present patent group.
Country of applicants

21

https://www.mercedes-benz-fuelcell.com/aktuelles-leser/daimler-tochter-nucellsys-firmiert-um-zumercedes-benz-fuel-cell-gmbh
22
https://www.ballard.com/about-ballard/newsroom/news-releases/2018/07/04/ballard-acquires-fuel-cellassets-from-afcc-to-support-planned-growth
23
https://www.zhyle.com/en/introduction.html
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More than one third of the applicants are from the Republic of Korea and together, applicants
from China, Japan and Germany, represent about half of the total applicants.
Most attributed IPC

As expected, the patents belong either to the class H01M8 “fuel cell” and B60L “propulsion of
electrically-propelled vehicles”.
3.1.11

Cooling system for FC powertrain (71 patents)

Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” OR "hydrogen fuel*" OR
"proton exchange membrane" (TAC)
NOT
"sofc" OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” OR “powertrain” (TAC)
AND
anti OR freeze OR cold OR start OR cooling OR coolant (TACD)
AND
cooling system (T)
AND
H01M8 children included (Fuel cells, Manufacture thereof)
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B60 children included (Vehicles in general)
F25D13 children included (Devices using a combination of a cooling mode associated with
refrigerating machinery with a cooling mode not associated with refrigerating machinery)

Number of patent publications over time

The number of patent publications per year varies between 1 and 9 between 2000 and 2019
with 2 peaks respectively in 2005 and 2019.
Country of patent application

A third of the patents were registered in the United States, a quarter in China and about 15%
in the Republic of Korea. Respectively 4, 3 and 2 patents were filed in at the German, French
and British patent offices and 2 at the EPO.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
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The graph above show that registrations at the US patent office were nearly constant over
the time period 2000-2019 with an average of 1-2 publications per year. It can also be
observed that that the filing of patents started in the mid 2000’s in China and Korea. For the
other countries, patent registrations are more spread over time and span from the early
2000‘s to early 2010’s.
Top 15 most valuable patents

Out of the 15 most valuable patents, 12 were registered in the USA, 2 in the United Kingdom
and one in Japan. Among the applicants of this patent pool, there are, besides automotive
manufacturers, automotive component suppliers such as Behr which is a specialist for
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automotive air conditioning and engine cooling systems24, the US-based company BSST
which develops thermoelectric technologies for automotive applications (owned subsidiary of
Amerigon, Inc25), and the German company Emitec Emissionstechnologie which was among
the leading German actors in fuel cell research by patents in the early 2000’s26.
List of major applicants

The big automotive manufacturers from East-Asia, Europa and North America are among the
main applicants: Hyundai, Honda, General Motors, Kia, Renault, Daimler, Suzuki, Toyota,
and Beijing automotive.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

24

https://www.mahle.com/en/about-mahle/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/amerigon-announces-changes-in-bsst-subsidiary-ownershipresulting-from-december-31-retirement-of-dr-lon-bell-112882094.html
26
OECD: Innovation in Energy Technology: Comparing national innovation systems at the sectorial level, 2006,
page 137, ISBN 92-64-01407-1
25
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The Swiss Institute Paul Scherrer and the two Chinese Universities of Jiaotong and Tongji
are among the few academic applicants.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time

Patent publications of the “traditional” big automotive manufacturers from Europe, the US
and East Asia reached a high between 2005 and 2015, a period which coincides with the
releases of most of the first generation of FC cars. It can be observed that only a few patents
were published in recent years (3 publications for Hyundai motor in 2017, 2 publications for
Beijing automotive in 2019 and 1 publication for Zhengzhou Yutong in 2017).
Country of applicants
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Main applicants (equal share of about 15- 25%) are from the Republic of Korea, Germany,
Japan and the United States. The other applicants come from China, Europe and Canada.
Most attributed IPC

It is quite logical to notice that the patents belong to the classes specified during the search.
The three most represented classes are H01M8 referring to “fuel cell”, B60L11 referring to
“electric propulsion with power supplied in the vehicle” and B60K11 standing for
“arrangement in connection with cooling of propulsion units”.
3.1.12
Concurrent design platform for modelling BoP components for FC
systems
This exploitable result refers to a software or computer-based application that optimizes the
design of BoP components based on specifications entered by users. Unsurprisingly, no
patents were found after several patent searches with different keywords were performed.
This can be explained by the very innovative character of this result, and - as explained in
section 3.1.5 Top 15 most valuable patents - by the fact that computer-based applications
are not regarded as patentable because most of them cannot meet the requirement of being
suitable of industrial application.
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3.1.13

Test procedures for automotive FC systems (36 patents)

In the guidelines for examination regarding patentability published by the European Patent
Office, it is stipulated that “Methods of testing generally are regarded as inventions
susceptible of industrial application and therefore patentable if the test is applicable to the
improvement or control of a product, apparatus or process which is itself susceptible of
industrial application.“ However, many standards ensuring the rapid diffusion of technologies
and the interoperability between products are not patented but may rely on patent-protected
technologies. It is important to note that when performing patent analyses for exploitable
results referring to test method, the statistics might be biased since many test methods (e.g.
for automotive FC systems) are not patented.
Keywords used for the patent search
"fuel cells" OR "fuel cell" OR "pem-fc" OR "pemfc" OR “pem” (TAC)
NOT
"sofc" OR "solid-oxide" OR "solid oxide” OR "organic" (TACD)
AND
car? OR vehicle? OR automo* OR “fcev” OR “powertrain” (TAC)
AND
test OR procedures OR methods OR testing (TA)
AND
Testing (TA)
AND
G01M children included (Testing static or dynamic balance of machines or structures)
H01M8/00 children included (Fuel cells, Manufacture thereof)
H04L children included (Transmission of digital information, e.g. telegraphic communication)
G05B23/00 children included (Testing or monitoring of control systems and parts thereof)
B60L11/00 children included (Electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle)
Number of patent publications over time

The graph above show that there were little fluctuations in patent publications between 2004
and 2019. With only 36 patents in the patent pool, it is difficult to identify clear trends,
although it appears that patents related to automotive test procedures experienced a
relatively low rate of publication between 2008 and 2016.
Country of patent application
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75% of the patents of the present patent group were filed in at the Chinese patent office
while the other 25% were registered in Europe and the Republic of Korea.
Number of patent publications per jurisdiction over time
Top 15 most valuable patents

Out of the 15 most valuable patents, 6 were registered in the US and 7 in China by
American, Chinese, German and Japanese applicants. It can be observed that the patents in
the list are relatively old since most of them were published in the 2000’s. This analysis
shows that the selection of keywords and IPC classes used for the patent search is
appropriate, since the patent classified as most valuable (US2006058932A1) refers to a
method for testing and controlling hybrid and electric vehicle components. Among the
applicants, there is also the Japanese company Horiba Ltd. which is a leading supplier in the
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fields of engine test systems, driveline test systems, brake test systems, wind tunnel
balances and emissions test systems27.
List of major applicants

Among the main applicants, there are Chinese universities and research institutes such as
the Universities Tsinghua and Tongji. There are also companies from the PEM fuel cell
sector such as Asia Pacific Fuel Cell Technologies Ltd (APFCT) which was founded in 2000
and develops fuel cell and hydrogen storage system for FC light vehicles (scooters, golf
carts)28 and Shangai Shenly Technology Ltd. established in 1998 and specialized in PEM
fuel cell research, system integration and testing29.
Number of patent publications per academic institution over time

27

https://www.horiba.com/uk/automotive-test-systems/
http://www.apfct.com/en/about-apfct/company-overview/
29
http://www.sl-power.com/gsjs/index_79.aspx
28
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The number of patent publications per academic institutions is constant over the years with
1-2 publications. It can be observed that all academic applicants are Chinese and that the
publications are distributed among several universities.
Number of patent publications per applicant over time

The distribution of publications over the time period 2004-2019 with 2-3 publications every
year is nearly constant and is hugely dominated by Chinese applicants. It is interesting to
notice that in 2014 a patent on Managed electric vehicle traction battery system was granted
to the US applicant Elwha LLC, one of the world’s largest patent holding company belonging
to Intellectual Ventures which is described by several sources303132 to be a patent troll
30

https://www.swissquantumhub.com/new-kids-on-the-quantum-blocks-patents/
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/08/bill-gates-still-helping-known-patent-trolls-obtain-morepatents/
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(practice of acquiring patents and using them to file lawsuits and not using them to make
technologies on their own).
Country of applicants

Unsurprisingly, about two third of the applicants are Chinese and the other applicants are
from North America, Europa and East Asia.
Most attributed IPC

The statistics on the most represented IPC codes are biased since the query used for the
present patent search contains a list of IPC classes and sections (children classifications
included) indicating to which specific technical field the patent applications must relate. Most
of the patents belong to the class H01M8 referring to “fuel cell” and G01M corresponding to
“Testing static or dynamic balance of machines or structures”.

32

https://www.letemps.ch/sciences/larrivee-patent-trolls
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3.2 Learnings at project level
This section provides general statistics on the patent analysis carried out for the thirteen
exploitable results and gives information on the main applicants, the regions where the
patents are registered and the IPC classes that are the most represented. The results should
be considered with caution as the patent groups analysed have limited number of patents
and some patent pools do not fit exactly with the descriptions of the exploitable results. The
purpose of this analysis is to identify trends in patent publications and indicate which are the
most relevant keywords and IPC classes to look for. This is intended to give guidance to
project partners who want to update this study in the future.
In total, the patent search carried out for twelve exploitable results (no patents found for an
exploitation result) resulted in the selection of 1450 patents, out of which 1242 are distinctive
patent numbers (the list of patents is provided in Annex 1). When sorting out the duplicate
patents that have the same title, there are a total of 911 patents left.
3.2.1 Jurisdictions in which patent are filed in

It can be observed that almost half of the patents are filed in the United States, a quarter in
China, and a significant share in Japan and the Republic of Korea. The remaining patents
are registered in Europe (France, Germany, UK, Spain), Russia and Canada.
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3.2.2 Main applicants

Two third of the applicants are from Japan, the United States, China and the Republic of
Korea. Among the applicants, there are the big traditional car manufacturers from East Asia,
the USA and Europe: Toyota, Honda, Hyundai, General Motors, Nissan, Suzuki, Kia, Ford
Daimler, Renault, Ford and SAIC Motors. Out of the main automotive manufacturers, only
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and the PSA group are missing. It is bit surprising that no
automotive component suppliers besides Halla Visteon is included in this list. It can also be
noted that there are only few corporations exclusively specialised in the development of fuel
cell vehicles such as Shanghai Shenli in the list. When analysing the number of patent
publications per year and per applicant, it turns out that some manufacturers such as GM,
Renault and Nissan where very active in patenting in the 2000’s but their activities declined
afterwards (the inverse trend can be observed for Hyundai, Suzuki, Kia, Ford and SAIC
motors).
When looking at the number of publications, it appears that the publication of patents
somehow coincides with the release of FC cars. Examples are the releases of Toyota Mirai
in 2014 and the Hyundai Nexo in 2018. The Chinese Universities of Tsinghua and Tongji are
the academic applicants that published most of the patents, although their number is small in
comparison to the other applicants.
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3.2.3 Evolution of patent publications between 2000 and 2019

The number of patent publications increased steadily between 2000 and 2008 to stabilize at
around 70 publications per year from 2009 onwards. A peak of more than 120 publications
was reached in 2016 with Toyota publishing more than half of the patents this special year.
This increase in publications observed in the 2000’s coincides with the development stages
and releases of the main hydrogen cars: GM Equinox FCEV released in 2006, Honda FCX
clarity in 2007, Toyota FCHV-adv in 2008 and Hyundai Tucson IX in 201133.
3.2.4 Most represented IPC classes

The most represented classes of the aggregated patent group are H01M8/00 “Fuel cells”,
B60L11/00 “Electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle” and B60K1/00
“arrangement or mounting of electrical propulsion units” which together account for almost
70% of all IPC classes. This result was anticipated since for 5 of the 12 exploitable results
the search query contained specific IPC contained to be searched.

33

Nan Qin, Ali Raissi and Paul Broke: Analysis of Fuel Cell vehicle Developments, Electric Vehicle Transportation
Center, September 2014, http://fsec.ucf.edu/en/publications/pdf/fsec-cr-1987-14.pdf
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3.2.5 Patents from INN-BALANCE partners
It is quite surprising to notice that the aggregated patent pool of 1242 distinctive patents does
not contain any patents from the INN-BALANCE project partners. A further patent analysis
was carried out to investigate the patents submitted by the INN-BALANCE partners. Detailed
results are provided in the table below.
Table 2: Patents published by INN-BALANCE partners

Partner

Keywords

BROSE Fahrzeugteile
GmbH & Co. KG
AVL List GmbH
Fundación Ayesa

"BROSE
Fahrzeugteile"
"AVL List"
"Ayesa"

China Euro Vehicle
Technology AB
PowerCell Sweden
AB
Deutsches Zentrum
für Luft- und
Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR)
Celeroton AG
Universitat
Politècnica de
Catalunya

"China Euro Vehicle
Technology"
"PowerCell Sweden
AB"
"Deutsches Zentrum
für Luft- und
Raumfahrt"
"Celeroton AG"
"Universitat
Politècnica de
Catalunya"

Total

Number of
patents
(2000-2020)

Number of
patents (20002020) H01M8/00
children
included Title in English

Number of
patents (20002020) H01M8/00
children
included

5274
3547
0

0
184
0

0
91
0

36

0

77

58

39

2360
14

53
0

13
0

1082

0

0

12390

295

143

It can be observed that the project partners published a total of 12390 patents between 2000
and 2020, out of which 295 (see Annex 2) belong to the IPC class H01M8/00 “Fuel cell”. An
analysis of the patent titles revealed that half of these patents (143 patents) are written in
English while the others are written in a foreign language because there are registered either
at the e.g. German, Austrian and Swedish patent offices.
This analysis also shows that some of the partners’ patents could have been selected as a
result of the patent search, but unfortunately fell through the cracks. It’s the case of the
patent WO2017029355A1 published by AVL List in 2017 which refers to a method for
monitoring the operating state of fuel cells. It also the case of the patent WO2020043774A1
published in 2020 by DLR describing a method for increasing the cold start capability and the
load application capability and power capacity of fuel cells while simultaneously oxygendepleting the system exhaust gas. Furthermore, PowerCell published in 2017 a patent on
fuel cell stack housing - WO2017131569A1 – which could have also been found in the patent
database. It should be noted that all three patents applications were published but no patent
has been granted yet.
This highlights that it’s advisable to perform a patent search focussing on patents from
project partners including patent not yet awarded, then in a second step selecting patents
whose descriptions are close to the searched innovations and afterwards extending the
analysis to patents belonging to the same patent families or to similar IPC classes.
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3.2.6 Summary of the patent search for each exploitable result
The table below summarizes the main results of the patent analysis carried out for each exploitable result in section 3.1.
Table 3: Summary table of the patent analysis results for each exploitable result

#

Exploitable result

Compact housing of
1 automotive FC stack

Innovative control
2 system for FC system

Optimized cathode
3 module for FC stack

High speed air
compressor for FC
4 stack

© INN-BALANCE

Patent
pool
size

Main
jurisdictions

Accuracy of the patent
search based on
description of the
most valuable patents
(low, medium, high)

Evolution 20002019

IPC classes

Toyota, Honda, Hyundai
and Nissan

Increase between
2000 and 2009 and
then nearly constant
(10 pub./year)

H01M8/00 "fuel cell"
B60L11/00 "electric
propulsion with power
supplied within the vehicle"
B60K1/00 "Arrangement or
mounting of electrical
propulsion units"

Low

Car manufacturers from
the US and East Asia

Publication number
constant between
2004 and 2015
followed by increase
reaching 30
publications in 2019

B60 “Vehicles in general”
H01M “Processes or
means for the conversion
of chemical into electrical
energy"

Medium

Big East Asian (Honda,
Toyota, Hyundai) and US
(GM, Ford) automotive
manufactures

The number of
patent publications
increased from 10 to
40 patents between
2002 until 2008 to
stabilize at around 25
publications per year
starting 2009

The Korean automotive
supplier Halla Visteon
Corporation is the lead
patent applicant. Big East
United States,
Asian and US automotive
Republic of Korea manufactures are among
87 and China
the major applicants

Nearly constant
number of patent
publications between
2004 and 2018 with
5-8 publications in
average

171 USA and China

243 China and USA

422 USA and China

Main applicants

B60 “Vehicles in general”
H01M “Processes or
means for the conversion
of chemical into electrical
energy"
B60 “Vehicles in general”
H01M “Processes or
means for the conversion
of chemical into electrical
energy"
F04D
"displacement/rotatory
pumps for pumping liquids
or elastic fluids"

82

Medium

Low

Specific
patent
searching
method

Comments
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#

Patent
pool
size

Evolution 20002019

IPC classes

Control strategy of
the anode module of
5 the FC stack

Car manufacturers from
the US and East Asia.
Other major applicants are
the Canadian Fuel cell
manufacturers Ballard, the
former US company UTC
power and the German
United States and automotive company
97 China
Daimler AG

Publications
experiences a high in
2007 and 2010 with
11 publications
compared to average
number of
publications of 4-5
per year

H01M8/00 “Fuel cells”
B60L11/00 “Electric
propulsion with power
supplied within the vehicle”
C25B "electrolytic or
electrophoretic processes
for the production of
compounds"

Low

Optimized ejector for
6 automotive FC stack

General Motors and
Hyundai are by far the
most active companies in
patenting. Hamilton
Sundstrand corporation, a
former subsidiary of United
USA and East
Technologies Corporation
Asia (China,
(UTC) is among the main
56 Korea and Japan) applicants

Peak reached in
2009 with 8
publications followed
by a decline between
2016 (6) and 2019
(1)

H01M8/00 “Fuel cells”
B60L11/00 “Electric
propulsion with power
supplied within the vehicle”

Low

Big East Asian (Toyota,
Honda, Nissan, Suzuki)
and US (GM) automotive
manufactures. There is
also Denso corporation, a
global automotive
components manufacturer
headquartered in Japan

Patent publications
between 2000 and
2019 follow a
Gaussian distribution
centred around 2012
with 16 publications.
A peak is observed
in 2016 more than 35
publications

H01M8 “fuel cells”
B60L11 “electric propulsion
with power supplied within
the vehicle”

Medium/High

Big East-Asian car
manufacturers (Hyundai,
Kia, Toyota and Honda)
and research institutes
from South-Korea (KAIST,
KIST and CNU)

Constant yearly
number of yearly
publications with an
average of 3-4
publications

H01M8 “fuel cells”

Sample size too
small to identify
trends

H01M8 “fuel cell”
B60L “propulsion of
electrically-propelled
vehicles”

Exploitable result

FC powertrain
integration for
7 passenger vehicle

Automotive fuel cell
8 stack POD

Humidity observation
9 in FC cathode
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Main
jurisdictions

Accuracy of the patent
search based on
description of the
most valuable patents
(low, medium, high)

Japan, USA and
184 China

Republic of
Korea, China and
32 the USA

Republic of Korea
14 and the USA

Main applicants

83

Specific
patent
searching
method

Medium/High

IPC classes
were
specified in
the search
query

High

IPC classes
were
specified in
the search
query

Comments

The term "pod" is not
used in patent
publications;
therefore it was
decided to search for
"end plate" instead
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#

Exploitable result

Patent
pool
size

Main
jurisdictions

Main applicants

Evolution 20002019

IPC classes

Anti-freeze module
10 for automotive FC

Predominantly European,
American and Asian car
United States,
manufacturers: Hyundai,
China and
Daimler, Honda, Toyota,
37 Republic of Korea General Motors, Renault

Compared to the
2000’s and 1-2
publications/year, the
number of
publications
experienced was
higher during the
2010’s with an
average of 3-4
publications per year

H01M8 “fuel cell”
B60L “propulsion of
electrically-propelled
vehicles”

Cooling system for
11 FC powertrain

Big automotive
manufacturers from EastAsia, Europa and North
America are among the
main applicants: Hyundai,
Honda, General Motors,
United States,
Kia, Renault, Daimler,
China and
Suzuki, Toyota, and
71 Republic of Korea Beijing automotive

The number of
patent publications
per year varies
between 1 and 9
between 2000 and
2019 with 2 peaks
respectively in 2005
(9) and 2019 (8)

H01M8 “fuel cell”
B60L11 “electric propulsion
with power supplied in the
vehicle”
B60K11 “arrangement in
connection with cooling of
propulsion units”

Accuracy of the patent
search based on
description of the
most valuable patents
(low, medium, high)

Specific
patent
searching
method

Medium/High

IPC classes
were
specified in
the search
query

High

IPC classes
were
specified in
the search
query

Concurrent design
platform for modelling
12 BoP components

Test procedures for
automotive FC
13 system
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Comments

Cold start methods
found but nothing
which is close to
methanol as antifreeze solution

No patents were
found

36 China and USA

Chinese universities and
research institutes such as
the Universities Tsinghua
and Tongji. There are also
companies from the PEM
fuel cell sector such as
Asia Pacific Fuel Cell
Technologies Ltd (APFCT)
and Shanghai Shenly
Technology Ltd

Average of 3-4
publications per year.
A relatively low rate
of publications is
observed between
2008 and 2016.

H01M8 “fuel cell”
G01M “Testing static or
dynamic balance of
machines or structures”

84

High

IPC classes
were
specified in
the search
query
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3.2.7 Feedback regarding the function “Patent value analysis” offered by
Patentinspiration
Patentinspiration, the tool used to perform the patent search, includes an analysis tool that
allows to screen through a pool of patents and find the most interesting patents according to
three criteria: the number of citations, the recentness of the publication and the size of the
patent family. As explained on the search engine developer's web page34, this tool should be
used to filter patent pools and develop good ideas on a topic.
Since the patent pools that were examined for INN-BALANCE were rather limited in size, the
results of this analysis should be treated with caution and not be over-interpreted. As
observed in sections 3.1 and 3.2.6, patents labelled as most valuable are not, in most cases,
those whose descriptions are closest to the results sought. Indeed, the most valuable
analysis tool should rather be seen as a tool selecting patents having strong relationships
with other patents and sharing identical claims. This analysis tool can be compared to some
extent to the publication impact metrics used to measure the quantitative impact of a
scientific article in the research field.
Since the exploitable results of INN-BALANCE are highly innovative and may not be linked
by priority claims to other patents and patent families, it is likely that the results generated by
Patentinspiration's "patent value analysis" are not what one would expect to find.
3.2.8 Feedback regarding the two search methods used for the patent analysis
Two search methods have been used to search for patents. The first method consists of a
selection of more and more precise keywords to be looked for in the different sections of the
patents while the second is a more customized method made up of 2 steps: in the first step
the search focuses on the patent whose description is the closest to the sought exploitable
results. In a second step, the patent pool is extended to patents belonging to the same
patent family and then narrowed down by performing IPC classification-based searching.
Results showed that the second method is most efficient, since results generated are more
accurate because patent not belonging to the searched IPC classes can be easily excluded.
However, it should also be pointed out that this second method requires a close collaboration
between the people in charge of the patent search and analysis and the technically skilled
project partners that developed the exploitable results who will help steer patent research in
the right direction. The selection on which method to apply depends on the time available to
carry out the patent search and the results expected. The first method will be more adapted
to an exploratory search when the state of knowledge is relatively poor, while the second
method is more suited to detailed patent analysis aiming at monitoring technological trends
and competitors, in order for example to develop an exploitation roadmap or performing a
freedom-to-operate analysis.

34

https://support.patentinspiration.com/hc/en-gb/articles/207202943-Patent-Value-analysis
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Main conclusion
The objective of this deliverable was to provide an overview of the IP and technological
landscape regarding the thirteen innovations developed in the frame of the INN-BALANCE
project that have been labelled as priority exploitable results. The first patent search analysis
conducted during M13 and M17 for seven exploitable results was a good exercise to identify
the keywords that provide the most accurate results. The analysis was updated in M40-42
and study was extended to all exploitable results. The patent search was not conclusive
for one result which refers to a software or computer-based application that optimizes the
design of BoP components based on specifications entered by users. This can be explained
by the very innovative character of this result, and by the fact that computer-based
applications are not regarded as patentable because most of them cannot meet the
requirement of being suitable of industrial application.
2 search methods have been used for the patent search:
1. The first method consists of a selection of more and more precise keywords that
are to be looked for in the different sections of the patent (title, abstract, claims and
patent description). This method was applied to the first 7 exploitable result. To avoid
having a too high number of patents being selected when using this method, usually the
patent search is refined by selecting titles containing specific keywords.
2. The second method is a more customized method that was used for the 6 last
exploitable results. The principle is as follows: 1. searching for the patent whose
description is the closest to the one of the exploitable results and extend the analysis to
patents belonging to the same families and 2. by narrowing down the patent pool to
certain IPC classes. This method allows to reduce the patent sample to a minimum and
exclude patents that do not match the exploitable result. However, it requires more time
and technical skills are needed to best analyse patents’ description and claims, thus
partners need to be involved in the task.
The patent analysis focussed on granted patents published between 2000 and 2020. The
main results for the aggregated pool of 1242 distinctive patents resulting from the twelve
conclusive patent searches are as follows:
- Patent publications over time: The number of patent publications increased
steadily between 2000 and 2008 to stabilize at around 70 publications per year
from 2009 onwards. A peak of more than 120 publications was reached in 2016 with
Toyota publishing more than half of the patents this special year. It is not possible to
state that the peak has already been reached because it might be that many patents
applications have been filed recently but not yet granted.
- Main applicants: Two third of the applicants are from Japan, the United States,
China and the Republic of Korea. Among the applicants, there are the big
traditional car manufacturers from East Asia, the USA and Europe. Automotive
components suppliers, companies specialised in the development of fuel cell vehicles
as well as academic institutions are underrepresented among the applicants. The
patent pool does not contain any patents issued by a project partner of INNBALANCE.
- Main jurisdiction where patents are filed: Almost half of the patents are filed in
the United States, a quarter in China, and a significant share in Japan and the
Republic of Korea. The remaining patents are registered in Europe (France,
Germany, UK, Spain), Russia and Canada. One explanation for the fact that most of
the applicants are from East-Asia and that the main jurisdiction where patents are
filed is the USA is that East Asian car manufacturers – especially Honda, Hyundai
and Toyota – register most patents in the USA than in the countries where there
headquarters are located (Republic of Korea and Japan).
- Most represented IPC classes: The most represented classes of the aggregated
patent group are H01M8/00 “Fuel cells”, B60L11/00 “Electric propulsion with power
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supplied within the vehicle” and B60K1/00 “arrangement or mounting of electrical
propulsion units” which together account for almost 70% of all IPC classes.
The results of the patent analysis will be used as input in Task 8.4 focusing on the
development of an exploitation roadmap (Deliverable 8.5 to be delivered in M44), when
analysing competitors, markets, maturity of technology, alternative technologies and further
applications.
It should be noted that patent information retrieval has some limitations and cannot
fully grasps the technological and competition landscape of a given technology or
innovation. First, there is a selection bias which depends on the keyword selection and the
technical skills and knowledge of the person carrying out the analysis. Second, not all
countries or companies have the same IPR strategy, meaning that some organizations might
be more keen to share technical knowledge and applying for patents while others would like
their innovation to be kept from the world at large. (e.g. trade secrets)35. Third, It should also
be pointed out that that research organisations tend to merely disclose results through
publications to allow for wide diffusion36 and that some important information regarding
technological trends and company strategies can be retrieved from press releases of
stakeholders and articles from specialised press of the fuel cell and hydrogen sector.
Hence, to improve this analysis the following actions might be taken to enrich the
results that will serve for the development of the exploitation roadmap:
- Performing a patent analysis for selected known competitors and patents published
by project partners and extend the study to patents not yet awarded and/or belonging
to the same patent family and IPC classes.
- Conducting a publication analysis to identify academic institutions working in the field
of BoP components and see if they collaborate with industrial stakeholders.
- Doing a content analysis of the fuel cell and hydrogen related press releases to track
latest innovations and monitor investment decisions of key established or emerging
players of the hydrogen sector.

35

Sercan Ozcan and Nazrul Islam: Patent information retrieval: approaching a method and analysing
nanotechnology patent collaborations, Scientometrics, 2017; 111(2): 941–970., doi: 10.1007/s11192-017-2325y
36
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/Patenting_v._publishing_0.pdf
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Annex 1: Aggregated patent pool (1242 patents)
This table contains all 1242 distinctive patents which were retrieved from the patent analysis
of the 12 priority exploitable results of INN-BALANCE.
Publication
number
CN2094876
15U
CN2094479
36U
CN2094266
12U
CN2094310
72U
CN2094186
58U
CN2094017
49U
CN2093365
06U
CN2093401
75U
CN2093290
42U
CN2093208
95U
CN2093129
15U
CN2092901
87U
CN2092743
72U
CN2092743
05U
CN2092823
13U
CN2092808
87U
CN2092744
05U
CN2092665
01U
CN1101124
37A
CN2092149
20U
CN1100858
91A
CN2091336
11U
CN2091119
78U
CN2091192
24U
CN2091118
89U
CN2090965
24U
CN2090879
91U
CN2090879
94U
CN2090294

Title

Patent URL

Fuel cell electric vehicle start-stop process
intelligent control device
Fuel cell engine intelligent control platform

http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209487615U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209447936U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209426612U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209431072U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209418658U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209401749U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209336506U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209340175U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209329042U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209320895U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209312915U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209290187U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209274372U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209274305U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209282313U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209280887U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209274405U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209266501U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN110112437A
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209214920U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN110085891A
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209133611U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209111978U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209119224U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209111889U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209096524U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209087991U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url
=/patent/CN209087994U
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url

Automobile fuel cell cooling system and new
energy bus
Hydrogen filling device
Liquid ammonia hydrogen production fuel cell
device and automobile
Fuel cell system and fuel cell vehicle
Hydrogen fuel and lithium ion battery combined
electric vehicle power system
Air compressor for fuel cell vehicle and fuel cell
vehicle
Fuel cell stack end plate
Hydrogen energy automobile safety airbag popup
device
Fuel cell and new energy automobile
Integrated mounting rack and fuel cell integrated
system
Power energy system for electric automobile
Disclosed is fuel cell powered passenger vehicle
cooling system
Composite graphite fuel cell stack assembling,
testing and circulating system
Cell simulator for simulating hydrogen fuel cell and
hydrogen fuel cell joint debugging test system
Control system for realizing high-voltage power-on
for pre-charging through DCDC
Novel cooling system of hydrogen energy
automobile fuel cell stack
Fuel cell stack inlet air flow regulating method and
related device
Closed cabin device for hydrogen safety test of
fuel cell vehicle
Air pressure adjustment method for electric pile
inlet of fuel cell and related devices
Vehicle, fuel cell cooling system and integrated
controller thereof
Energy distribution control system for hybrid power
of fuel cell vehicle
New energy automobile fuel cell heating rapid
reaction control system
Fuel cell vehicle heat management and air
circulation control system
Fuel cell vehicle thermal management system
Fuel cell and air supply system thereof
A fuel cell stack and end plate for fuel cell stack
Commercial vehicle fuel cell engine air supply
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85U
CN2089390
83U
CN2088620
92U
CN2087895
14U
CN2087745
18U
CN2087745
17U
CN2087604
34U
CN2087534
37U
CN2087149
74U
CN2087217
74U
CN2085851
06U
CN2085707
85U
CN2085707
83U
CN2085078
22U
CN2084454
75U
CN2084289
92U
CN2084114
75U
CN2084114
76U
CN2084114
31U
US2019016
329A1
CN2082777
91U
CN2082568
13U
CN2082328
45U
CN2082393
37U
US2018345
819A1
CN2081737
15U
CN2081715
06U
CN2081647
96U
US2018339
604A1
US2018339
594A1
CN2081017
25U
CN2081017
32U
CN2080694
23U

system
The utility model discloses an air flow adjusting
device for a proton exchange membrane hydrogen
fuel cell stack
Fuel cell cooling system and automobile
Chassis arrangement structure of hydrogen cell
commercial car
Power drive system that automobile -used fuel cell
is compound with internal -combustion engine
Electromechanical hybrid -driven system that
automobile -used fuel cell is compound with
internal -combustion engine
Fuel cell automobile power supply control system
and fuel cell automobile
Fuel cell automobile driving system's hydrogen
supply returns hydrogen voltage regulator device
Energy -conserving gas supply system of fuel cell
automobile
Novel hydrogen cell test device
New energy automobile with solar power system
Engine air intake system and vehicle
Hydrogen cell cooling system and adopt its fuel
cell vehicle
Fuel cell automobile's of ability ultra -low
temperature cold start driving system
Fuel cell automobile's DCDC current control circuit
Fuel cell automobile and cooling system thereof
Increase high -efficient low temperature start -up
system of form fuel cell automobile
On -vehicle fuel cell thermal management system
with cold start function
Fuel cell vehicle cooling system and fuel cell
vehicle
Vehicle with model-based route energy prediction,
correction, and optimization
Heat pump air conditioning system for fuel cell
vehicle
Increase form fuel cell automobile heat pipe
reason coupled system
Fuel cell sharing electric motor car
Three room microbiological fuel cell sensor system
Fuel cell system start-up using voltage profile
control
Fuel cell system , fuel cell start -up system and
vehicle
A device for fuel cell automobile stores up
hydrogen system performance and tests
Fuel cell automobile's thermal management
system and fuel cell automobile
Fuel cell vehicle with power modules
Fuel cell vehicle with power modules
Vehicle, hybrid power system and power supply
unit thereof
Can supply with new energy automobile's high power fuel cell DCDC controller
Increase form fuel cell electric automobile power
device
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Fuel cell system , vehicle electric system and
vehicle
Fuel cell architectures, thermal systems, and
control logic for efficient heating of fuel cell stacks
Fuel cell architectures, monitoring systems, and
control logic for characterizing fluid flow in fuel cell
stacks
Fuel cell high pressure integrated device , system
and car
Fuel cell vehicle
End plate of fuel cell stack and seal structure of
fuel cell stack
Method and device for fuel cell operation with
artificial air
Automatically controlled initiative discharging
hydrogen system of FCEV hydrogen fuel
installation unit
Fuel cell system for vehicle
Humidifier, vehicle, fuel cell system and
humidification system thereof
Novel hydrogen oxygen fuel cell gives oxygen
pump
Hydrogen cell automotive power assembly device
Fuel cell stack break-in procedures and break-in
conditioning systems
Electric automobile driving system based on fuel
cell
Vehicle with improved suppression of high voltage
under collision load
Fuel cell automobile driving system's test rack
Mobile charging device and storage battery car
Fuel cell system and method for controlling fuel
cell system
Fuel cell automobile gas supply system
Fuel cell vehicle
Replaceable power modules on aerial vehicles
On -vehicle methanol fuel cell management
system
Fuel cell system for vehicle and control method
thereof
Fuel cell electric automobile's single cell voltage
inspection device
General bus control system of vehicle and car
Fuel cell automobile hydrogen leaks device of
hunting leak fast
Fuel cell mounting structure
Vehicle-borne composite material hydrogen
storage bottle service performance testing device
and method
System and Method for Controlling Fuel Cell
Vehicle
Fuel cell system and method for controlling fuel
cell system
Gaseous fuel battery control system and vehicle
Apparatus for reducing hydrogen concentration in
exhaust gas of an exhaust system for a fuel cell
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vehicle
Fuel cell automobile's hydrogen gas detection
surveys device
Methyl alcohol hydrogen manufacturing fuel
system with safe chain
Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell device, automobile with a fuel cell device
and method for operating a fuel cell device
Station is changed to new energy automobile's
battery
Fuel cell system mounted on industrial vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle
Apparatus and method for remotely controlling fuel
cell electric vehicle
Energy control system for unmanned underwater
vehicle
Empty iron drive aluminium - air fuel cell package
of new forms of energy
Voltage Control Device for Fuel-Cell Vehicle
Fuel cell system and method for controlling fuel
cell system
Fuel cell stack encapsulation end plate structure
Fuel cell automobile and fuel gas pressurize and
replacement control system thereof
Complementary power supply energy car system
in multipotency source
Trolley -bus with two -way power supply function
Trolley -bus
Fuel cell monitoring system , fuel cell subassembly
and vehicle
Easy dismouting fuel cell monitoring system , fuel
cell subassembly and vehicle
Fuel cell stack's protection device
Gaseous fuel battery system and vehicle
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell system
Thermoregulator for fuel cell new energy
automobile cooling circulation system
Control of fuel cell cooling system in a vehicle
Fuel cell stack fastening end plate structure
Super charging system of filling station's new
forms of energy
Fuel cell power generation car
Fuel cell stack structure of cold start fast
General two -way discharge device that fills of
handy new energy automobile
Method for establishing proton exchange
membrane fuel cell anode tail gas circulation
model
Domestic new forms of energy electric motor car
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Thermal Management System for Cold-Start
Enhancement of Fuel Cell
Shaft Extension Cooling type Air Compressor and
Fuel Stack Vehicle thereof
Fuel cell controller for fuel cell automobile
Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell multifunction cathode valve
Spout cigarette water -spraying system suitable for
unmanned aerial vehicle
Power source element detection and monitoring
Automated banking system controlled responsive
to data bearing records
Power distribution method and system for fuel cell
vehicle
System and method for controlling start of fuel cell
vehicle
System and method for controlling start of fuel cell
vehicle
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and method of
controlling fuel cell system
Air-cooled fuel-cell vehicle
Air-cooled fuel-cell vehicle
Starting control method of fuel cell vehicle
Vehicle
Fuel cell automobile puts in order car temperature
management system
Control device and control method for vehicle
A fuel cell control method and apparatus by
estimating the amount of water
Fuel cell vehicle and method of mounting power
module on fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell control method and apparatus through
estimation of amount of water
Portable fuel cell standby power system
Vehicle
Fuel cell automobile with wheel generator
Method for controlling fuel cell system
Reactor unit and fuel cell vehicle including reactor
unit
Hydrogen fuel commodity circulation car
Vehicle fuel cell stack
Range-extending, charging, and driving apparatus
for an electric vehicle
Car increases journey ware system
Power source element detection and monitoring
Electric energy supply system for electric
automobile
Real-time synchronization method of dynamic
performance test system of fuel cell vehicles
Double-stage-supercharging air compressor
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system of fuel cell vehicle
Multi-network redundancy method for system for
testing dynamic performance of fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell powered vehicle testing system and
method thereof
Control method of cooling water pump of fuel cell
vehicle
Systems and methods for integrated microgrid
management system in electric power systems
Electric automobile fuel recycling method, device
and system
Membrane humidifier system for automobile fuel
cell power system
Fuel cell mounting structure
Fuel cell mounting structure
Cathode supply for a fuel cell
Fuel cell system and vehicle that has this system
Fuel cell car
Fuel cell vehicle cooling circulation system and
fuel cell vehicle
Renewable energy leverage generator systems,
apparatus, and methods
Fuel cell vehicle
On-vehicle fuel cell system
cooling system of fuel cell Vehicle
Cooling system of fuel cell vehicle
Estimating coolant conductivity in a multi-voltage
fuel cell system without disconnecting contactors
A aerating system for motor vehicle
Fuel cell stack having an end plate assembly with
a tapered spring plate
Power supply system of vehicle and have its
vehicle
A power battery system and fuel cell vehicle for
fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle's power supply system and
vehicle
Relative Humidity Estimators for Fuel Cell Stack
Ports
A fuel cell system for among unmanned aerial
vehicle
Fuel cell system and fuel cell vehicle
System and method for generating hydrogen and
oxygen gases
Anode-cathode supply device
Fuel cell system integrates drive structure
Electric vehicle
Fuel cell system and method for controlling fuel
cell system
Fuel cell mounting vehicle
A heat radiation structure for unmanned aerial
vehicle fuel cell
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Fuel cell activation control system for unmanned
aerial vehicle
Novel agricultural unmanned aerial vehicle
Device and method for controlling starting fuel cell
vehicle
Cooling system and operating method of cooling
system
Vehicle
Method for controlling operation pressure of fuel
cell system
Fuel cell system
Vehicle
Method for cold-start of fuel cell stack
Bandwidth-Based Methodology for Controlling and
Optimally Designing a Hybrid Power System
Electric vehicle
Anti-oxidative sterilization shoes and health care
method for feet
Fuel Cell System Having a Fuel Cell Stack
Arranged in a Housing, and a Measure for
Ventilating the Housing
Mixed power supply system of unmanned aerial
vehicle
End plate for fuel cell stack and Fuel cell system
comprising the same
Operation control method of fuel cell system
Gesture Interface Robot
Apparatus for controlling purge valve of fuel cell
vehicle and method thereof
Apparatus and method for controlling purge valve
of fuel cell vehicle
Device for changing anode inlet and outlet of fuel
cell stack
Mixed electric power remote control switched
systems of unmanned aerial vehicle
Method of controlling fuel cell system
Fuel Cell System
End plate and wire clamping for fuel cell stack
In-service fuel cell performance recovery
System and method for improved control,
response and energy management of a vehicle
Electric power supply system having active power
control device
Take super capacitor's fuel cell electric automobile
power device
Method for controlling a functional system of a
materials handling vehicle
Recycling hydrogen generator
Hydrogen separation from synthesis gas near stp
Fuel cell unmanned aerial vehicle
Fuel cell unmanned aerial vehicle
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Energy management system for fuel cell hybrid
power motor vehicle
Fuel cell stacks with increased natural frequency
Industrial truck
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Hydrogen fuel cell's control, alarm device for car
System and method for controlling fuel cell of
vehicle
Solid-state battery management using real-time
estimation of nano material electrical
characteristics
Exhaust Gas System and Motor Vehicle Having an
Exhaust Gas System
Single-grade direct-driven boost centrifugal air
compressor of vehicle fuel cell engine
Method for Starting a Vehicle
Power net system for fuel cell vehicle and method
of controlling the same
Hydrogen fuel cell's control, alarm device for car
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell stack
Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells, fuel cell
stack and end plate
Fuel cell mounted vehicle
Ion filter life perception device for fuel cell vehicle
Control method of fuel cell system, fuel cell
automobile, and fuel cell system
Apparatus and method for controlling hydrogen
purging
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and control
method for fuel cell system
Method for controlling external power supply
system of fuel cell-mounted vehicle and external
power supply system
Fuel cell system and fuel cell mounting vehicle
Fuel cell system and fuel cell-equipped vehicle
Drainage method of fuel cell and fuel cell system
Fuel cell system and fuel cell mounting vehicle
Fuel cell system and fuel cell mounting vehicle
Fuel cell system and fuel cell mounted vehicle
Apparatus and method for preventing moisture
condensation
Fuel cell system, fuel cell mountable vehicle and
method of controlling fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell-mounted vehicle and
method of controlling fuel system
Fuel cell system, control method thereof, and fuel
cell mountable vehicle
Fuel cell system
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Vehicle with fuel cells mounted thereon and
control method of the vehicle
Method for controlling external electric power
supply system of fuel cell-mounted vehicle, and
external electric power supply system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle and control
method of fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell case
Fuel cell system, fuel cell-mounted vehicle and
control method of fuel cell system
Method for controlling external electric power
supply system of fuel cell-mounted vehicle, and
external electric power supply system
Vehicle with fuel cells mounted thereon and
control method of the vehicle
Control method for fuel cell system and fuel cell
automobile
Control method for fuel cell system and fuel cell
automobile
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and control
method for fuel cell system
Control method for external power supply system
for externally supplying power using fuel cell and
secondary battery incorporated in vehicle, and
external power supply system
Fuel residual amount display method for fuel cell
system, and fuel cell mounting vehicle
Fuel cell system, fuel cell-mounted vehicle and
method of controlling fuel system
Fuel Cell System, Fuel Cell Vehicle, and Method
for Controlling Fuel Cell System
Fuel cell system, fuel cell mountable vehicle and
method of controlling fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and control
method for fuel cell system
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell system
Fuel Cell System and Method for Controlling
Rotational Speed of Air Compressor
Vehicle with fuel cells mounted thereon and
control method of the vehicle
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and method of
controlling fuel cell system
Vehicle including fuel cell system
Method for controlling external electric power
supply system of fuel cell-mounted vehicle, and
external electric power supply system
Vehicle including fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and control
method for fuel cell system
Air supply device
Fuel cell system, fuel cell mountable vehicle and
method of controlling fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and control
method for fuel cell system
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and method of
controlling fuel cell system
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Fuel cell system
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and method for
controlling fuel cell system
Fuel cell system and method for controlling
rotational speed of air compressor
Fuel cell system, fuel cell-mounted vehicle and
method of controlling fuel system
Method for controlling fuel cell vehicles and fuel
cell vehicles
Fuel cell system and control method of fuel cell
system
Fuel Cell System, Fuel Cell Vehicle, and Control
Method for Fuel Cell System
Electricity mixes electric automobile power supply
system based on fuel cell
Fuel cell system and control method of fuel cell
system
Remaining fuel level displaying method for fuel cell
system and fuel cell equipped vehicle
External power supply system of fuel cell mounted
vehicle and control method therefor
Control method and system for starting of fuel cell
vehicle
External power supply of fuel cell mounted vehicle
and control method therefor
Fuel cell system
Tank Device, a Vehicle, and a Method for
Evaluating an Output of a Pressure Sensor
Fuel cell system, fuel cell vehicle, and method for
evaluating operational failure of on-off valve
External power supply of fuel cell mounted vehicle
and control method therefor
External power supply system of fuel cell mounted
vehicle and control method therefor
Fuel cell system
Exhaust gas system and motor vehicle comprising
an exhaust gas system
Fuel cell system
Device and method for controlling cold start of fuel
cell system
Usage of regenerative brake power for system
restart in start-stop operation of fuel cell hybrid
vehicles
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell electric motor car management
monitored control system
Supply system for providing at least oxygen
depleted air and water in a vehicle and aircraft
having such a supply system
Fuel cell-powered motorcycle
Automobile engine electronic apparatus
comprehensive experiment device
Fuel cell vehicle
Cooling unit of air compressor for fuel cell vehicle
Supply System And Method For Providing Electric
Energy, Oxygen Depleted Air And Water As Well
And Aircraft Having Such A Supply System
Fuel cell is air conditioning unit for vehicle
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Battery thermal management system
Electric automobile power drive system integrated
control ware and electric automobile
Method of controlling operation of fuel cell system
A mix fuel cell energy memory for electric vehicle
Fuel cell system and fuel cell automobile
Two fuel supply system of car
Fuel Cell System and Control Method of Fuel Cell
System
Fuel cell is sprayer for vehicle
Method for simplified real-time diagnoses using
adaptive modeling
Residual hydrogen removal device for
maintenance of fuel cell
Control method for fuel cell vehicle
Motor Vehicle Having a Fuel Cell
Systems and methods for mitigating carbon
corrosion in a fuel cell system
Method for operating a fuel cell system
Fuel cell is enthalpy wheel humidifier test system
for car
Many fuel supply vehicle
Method and system for emergency starting of fuel
cell vehicle
Apparatus and method for detecting lack of
cooling water in the thermal management system
for fuel cell
Electric vehicle
Control system for and control method of electric
vehicle
System and method for recovering output of fuel
cell
Test system for air conditioner compressor
controller of fuel cell automobile
Multiunit closes free -standing pure water
preparing hydrogen cell car
A power supply system for electric automobile
Arrangement structure of inverter in fuel cell
vehicle
Method and apparatus for diagnosing state of fuel
cell system
Wheel limit / hub drive fuel cell hybrid passenger
train
Temperature management system of fuel cell
vehicle
Electronic control apparatus for electrically-driven
vehicle
Method and Device for Dynamically Adjusting an
Operational Voltage for an Electric Motor
Motor vehicle drive unit including a fuel cell and an
energy storage system
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Test system of whole-vehicle controller of fuel cell
vehicle
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Apparatus and method for improving cold starting
failure in fuel cell vehicle
Thermal management system for fuel cell vehicle
and method thereof
Thermal management system and method for fuel
cell vehicle
Control method for fuel filling system
Thermal management system for fuel cell vehicles
Method for generating injection current for fuel cell
stack and apparatus for performing the same
Rapid prototyping device for automobile fuel cell
cooling auxiliary system
Balloon Power Sources with a Buoyancy Trade-off
Switched battery and capacitor arrangement and
related operating methods
Fuel cell apparatus for vehicles
Reconfigurable microbial fuel cell
Fuel cell system
Method for checking the gas tightness of a fuel cell
system
Method and apparatus for controlling cold start of
fuel cell vehicle
Gas-liquid separator
Gas-liquid separator for vehicle-mounted fuel cell
Reforming hydrogen production fuel cell electric
vehicle
System and method for controlling air supply of
fuel cell vehicle
Freeze-tolerant valve
Fuel cell vehicle and fuel cell vehicle control
method
Fuel cell stack including end plate having insertion
hole
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
System, method of actuating fuel cell in enclosed
vehicle, and method of operating fuel cell
Water-cooled PEMFC air excess coefficient
control system and method
Fuel cell with impurity filtering
Fuel cell vehicle
Cooling system of electric components for fuel cell
vehicle and control method of the same
Start up apparatus and method for fuel cell system
Fuel cell startup apparatus and method
Fuel Cell Mixed Power Supply Energy
Management Method
Power supply system
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
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Integrated type hydrogen energy preparation,
storage and recycling equipment
Automatic charging system for idling fuel cell in
hydrogen vehicle
Integrated gas management device for a fuel cell
system
Rear integration of a suspension system and fuel
tanks in fuel cell vehicles
Fuel cell and accumulator hybrid-driven electric
automobile power system demonstrator
Method and system for cooling charge air for a
fuel cell, and three-fluid charge air cooler
System and method for emergency starting of fuel
cell vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system mounted on vehicle
Fuel cell system mounted in vehicle
Systems and methods for controlling cabin heating
in fuel cell vehicles
Managed electric vehicle traction battery system
Fuel cell startup method for fast freeze startup
Stacked passive direct-methanol fuel cell (DMFC)
set based on polymer bipolar end plates
Portable 24-hour data recorder for standby power
supply equipment of fuel cell
Hydrogen Supplemental System for On-Demand
Hydrogen Generation for Internal Combustion
Engines
Cooling system for fuel cell stack cut-off
Fluid compressor and fuel cell vehicle
Apparatus and method for heating a fuel cell stack
Controlling power provided to an automated
banking system
Fuel cell vehicle
Electrical equipment assembly and bracket
Electric vehicle axle mechanism
Method and device for operating fuel cells
Remedial actions for air flow errors in a fuel cell
system
Thermal pressure relief devices and related
systems and methods
Fuel cell power control by offset estimation
Vehicle evaluation device and vehicle evaluation
method
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell mounted vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle and mounting method on vehicle
Improved interconnect and end plate design for
fuel cell stack
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Fluorine-doped nano-tantalum carbide/graphitized
carbon composite material and preparation
method thereof
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel-cell-mounted vehicle
Fuel cell system for vehicles and method for
controlling the same
Operating Method for an Electric Energy System
of a Motor Vehicle Comprising a Fuel Cell System,
an Accumulator and an Electric Motor
Fuel cell stack end plate with compensation
function
Hybrid power system for automobile and
automobile with same
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell cooling system for vehicle and fuel cellpowered vehicle
Heat sink-integrated double-sided cooled power
module
Installing platform of power system of fuel cell car
Method and apparatus for controlling start-up
sequence based on battery state in full cell vehicle
Electric vehicle and control method thereof
Power net system of fuel cell hybrid vehicle and
charge/discharge control method
Method of controlling air blower of fuel cell vehicle
End plate for fuel cell stack
Vehicle application for air storage cathode carbon
loss estimation
Procedure for stack voltage recovery
Fuel cell system
Cooling fan monitoring system for fuel cell vehicle
and method thereof
Fuel cell system
Systems and methods for enhancing fuel cell
vehicle startup
Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell power plant provided in vehicle
Fuel cell system and vehicle fuel cell system
discharging method
Automated cold storage protection for a fuel cell
system
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Electric power supply system
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system activation method and fuel cell
system
Rear integration of a suspension system and fuel
tanks in fuel cell vehicles
Fuel cell system, parking discharge control
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method and use of fuel cell system
Fuel cell apparatus for vehicles with purge gas
dilution
System and method for operating fuel cell system
Method of operating fuel cell system
Efficiency based stand-by mode for fuel cell
propulsion systems
Fuel cell apparatus for vehicles
Fuel cell apparatus for vehicles
Fuel cell system mounted in vehicle, has area that
is arranged on side of permeable membrane and
connected to output of anode chamber through
line element and to input of cathode chamber of
fuel cell
Energy generation system and related uses
thereof
Power adaptation system (Machine-translation by
Google Translate, not legally binding)
Air intake device for fuel cell vehicle
Humid stream orifice via geometry and material
that is robust to becoming blocked
Moving body
Moving body
Vehicle and method of controlling vehicle
Fuel cell system and vehicle mounted with same
Fuel cell vehicle
Exhaust state control device for fuel cell for mobile
unit
Hydrogen supplemental system for on-demand
hydrogen generation for internal combustion
engines
Lift Propulsion and Stabilizing System and
Procedure For Vertical Take-Off and Landing
Aircraft
Electrochemical process
Fuel distribution in multi-fuel tank compressed gas
fuel systems
Multi-electrode microbial fuel cell system for
researching microbial electrochemistry
Model based approach for in-situ wvtd degradation
detection in fuel cell vehicles
Outward power supply control apparatus for fuel
cell vehicle
Control apparatus for electric vehicle
Power supply system
Air conditioner for electric vehicles
Control system of an anaerobic power generation
plant (Machine-translation by Google Translate,
not legally binding)
Method and System for Cooling Charge Air for a
Fuel Cell, and Three-Fluid Charge Air Cooler
Air intake device for fuel cell vehicle
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Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Teaching demonstration board for automobile fuel
cell system
In-vehicle fuel cell system
In-service fuel cell performance recovery
Vehicle power supply system
Electric vehicle high-voltage electrical fault
dynamic simulation test system
Dynamic performance testing system for fuel cell
automobile power system
Air-cooled fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system for vehicle, and control method
thereof
Moving body
Integrated shaped plastic exhaust system for fuel
cell vehicles
Motor vehicle system device and method for
operating a motor vehicle system device
Air-cooled fuel cell vehicle
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Air-cooled fuel cell vehicle
Air supply device of vehicle fuel cell
Quick restart of fuel cell power plant as alternative
to idling
Electric automobile
Antistatic coating of fuel cell exhaust systems
made of plastic
Integrated electrical power and jet propulsion
device for aero vehicle engine
Exhaust apparatus of air-cooled fuel cell vehicle
Underbody integrated exhaust path for fuel cell
vehicles
Fuel cell system
Cooling system for fuel cell vehicle
Rear integration of a suspension system and fuel
tanks in fuel cell vehicles
Zinc air metal fuel cell stack
Ammonia storing and supplying system with
electric heating and waste heat heating
Transitional Mode High Speed Rail Systems
Hydrogen gas generation method, device for
executing hydrogen gas generation method and
automobile fuel electric generator using the device
thereof
Underbody integrated exhaust path for fuel cell
vehicles
Vehicle with air-cooled fuel cell stack
Fuel cell vehicle
Method for manufacturing fuel cell used in e.g.
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motor vehicle, involves detecting direction of
forming pressure in specific region and checking
for compliance with predetermined criteria
Method of starting fuel cell system for vehicle and
fuel cell system
Exhaust system for air-cooled fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell cooling system with coupling out of heat
System and method for detecting a fuel cell anode
gas composition
Self-chraging type apparutus for measuring fuel
consumption ratio for fuel cell vehicle and method
for measuring fuel consumption ratio using the
same
Exhaust system for air-cooled fuel cell vehicle
System for storing and supplying ammonia by twostage waste heat mode
Pump assisted system for storing and supplying
ammonia by one-stage waste heat mode
Ammonia storage and supply system of exhaust
branch pipe using afterheat way
Fuel cell module for vehicles
Whole-vehicle wiring harness layout structure of
Povos fuel cell car
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle
Acoustic speed of sound measurement using
bandpass filtering of automotive pressure sensors
Acoustic speed of sound measurement using
bandpass filtering of automotive pressure sensors
Fuel cell mounting structure
Power system integration frame of fuel cell car
Power and hydrogen generator
Fuel cell system
Autonomous Vehicle With Fuel Cell and
Autonomous Flushing System
Vehicle-mounted controller
Remote monitoring system for automotive fuel cell
engine
Electric vehicle power system with fuel cell as
vehicle-mounted extended range type charger
Fuel cell module for vehicles
Power unit for electric vehicle
Low cost electric power take out functionality for
fuel cell hybrid vehicles
Method for Cold Starting a Fuel Cell System and
Fuel Cell System of a Motor Vehicle
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Gas consuming system, fuel cell system and
vehicle
Fuel gas tank
Method for Operation of a Fuel Cell System in a
Vehicle
Vehicle Having at Least One Cooling Circuit for
Cooling a Fuel Cell System
Fuel cell system for vehicle
Comprehensive test platform and method for
dynamic system of fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle
Fuel control system and method for fuel cell
system
Fuel cell vehicle
Cooling module and cooling system for fuel-cell
vehicles
Switched battery and capacitor arrangement and
related operating methods
Method for cold starting a fuel cell system and fuel
cell system of a motor vehicle
Vehicle having at least one cooling circuit for
cooling a fuel cell system
A single body type distribution block integrated
with end-plate and fuel cell stack comprising the
same
Duty cycle independent real time dynamic
programming implementation for hybrid systems
controls optimization
Cooling concept for a fuel cell emergency power
system
Moving body equipped with fuel cell
Gas consumption system, fuel cell system and
vehicle
Moving body
Moving body
Energy conversion display system for Pentium fuel
cell cars
Heating device for end plate of fuel cell stack
Moving body
Moving body
Starting device for high-voltage components of
fuel cell vehicle and method for controlling the
same
Novel cooling module of Pentium fuel cell electrovehicle (FCE)
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell vehicle
Moving body
Moving body
Fuel cell vehicle
System and method for cooling a space in a
vehicle
Hydrogen supplemental system for on-demand
hydrogen generation for internal combustion
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engines
Hydrogen supplemental system for on-demand
hydrogen generation for internal combustion
engines
Hydrogen supplemental system for on-demand
hydrogen generation for internal combustion
engines
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Hydrogen supplemental system for on-demand
hydrogen generation for internal combustion
engines
Fuel cell system and operation method thereof
Method for generating hydrogen, device for
performing the method, and automobile fuel power
generator using the device
Cooling system and method of a fuel cell
Fuel cell system for vehicles and method for
controlling the same
Thermal hydrogen compressor
Fuel cell assembly and vehicle
Method for high voltage bus control in fuel cell
vehicles
Fuel cell mounting structure
Fuel cell system and vehicle
Fuel cell system and vehicle
Vehicle proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC) pressure control system
Fuel cell system and vehicle
Fuel cell system and start-up control method
therefor
Entire car configuration of Pentium fuel cell car
Usage of regenerative brake power for system
restart in start-stop operation of fuel cell hybrid
vehicles
Vehicle integrated control power system and
vehicle with same
Function test of fuel cell exhaust gas stream
hydrogen sensor by generating defined hydrogen
pulses while driving and at regular service with
fuel cell system immanent devices
Electric power-assisted steering device of Besturn
fuel cell car
Fuel cell system
Vehicular electrical systems
Radiator fan control for heat pump hvac
Portable cleaning system
Automobile alcohol gas-sensitive ignition selflocking device based on image difference
recognition
Feedback control of H2 injection during park
based on gas concentration model
Electrical Power Transfer Plug and Connection
System
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Adaptive method to control fuel delivery injector
with modeling uncertainties in a fuel cell system
Multifunctional fuel cell automobile system
Agricultural vehicle
Electric propulsion multi-mode hybrid power
system test platform of ship
Coolant demineralizer for fuel cell vehicle
Feedback control of h2 injection during park based
on gas concentration model
Method of entering and exiting a
regenerative/stand-by mode on a fuel cell system
where the fuel cell is separated from the
regenerative source by a blocking power diode
Fuel cell system and method for controlling
stoppage of fuel cell system
Diagnosis concept for valve controlled coolant
bypass paths
Self-sufficient electric transportation system.
(Machine-translation by Google Translate, not
legally binding)
Method for HV bus voltage control in fuel cell
vehicles featuring HV lithium batteries
Portable water electrolysis oxygenerator
Fuel cell mounting structure
Method for hv bus voltage control in fuel cell
vehicles featuring hv lithium batteries
Power supply device and power supply system for
fuel cell vehicle
Heel and toe driving on fuel cell vehicle
Control method of fuel cell hybrid vehicle
Heel and toe driving on fuel cell vehicle
Power supply device and power supply system for
fuel cell vehicle
Portable communication terminal, base station,
and method for controlling portable communication
terminal
Jumping for Reaching Denied Terrain
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell system
Low Power Control of Fuel Cell Open Circuit
Voltage
Fuel cell with embedded flow field
Fuel cell system and heated pressure sensor
Humidifier Device for Humidifying a Fluid in a Fuel
Cell System
Compressor and Method for Operating a
Compressor and Fuel Cell Device with a
Compressor
Power supply device
Parametric chassis system for vehicles,
comprising four suspension elements,
incorporating lateral torsion bar and co-axial
damper unit, in box-module, that allows central
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location of heavy items, such as batteries
An air blower for fuel cell vehicle
Air blower for a fuel cell vehicle
Method for controlling cooling system of vehicle
Manufacturing method of end plate for fuel cell
stack
Fuel cell module
Fuel cell system and fuel cell automotive vehicle
Hydrogen supply and security management
control system for fuel cell hybrid vehicle
Method for detecting ice blocking of fuel cell stack
and controlling fuel cell vehicle using the same
Fuel consumption test and evaluation device for
fuel cell powered automobile
Cooling system for cooling a fuel cell system in a
vehicle, comprises a first heat transfer carrier,
which forms a thermal connection between the
fuel cell system and a fuel from a fuel tank of the
vehicle, and a cooling circuit
Cooling device, preferably fuel cell system used
for functional system, particularly motor vehicle,
comprises line system for cooling fluid connected
to functional system for cooling
Vehicle having energy accumulator area
Novel dual-core fuel cell
Humidity and enthalpy conversion device used for
generation system of proton exchange membrane
fuel cell
Cooling system for cooling fuel cell system in
airplane, has cooling circuit with heat exchanger
that forms thermal connection between fuel cell
system and fuel from fuel tank of vehicle, where
heat exchanger is connected to fuel outlet
Cooling system for fuel cell vehicle
Anode-side hydrogen cavity draining device of
vehicle fuel cell system
Fuel cell vehicle and method of controlling fuel cell
and storage battery provided in the fuel cell
vehicle
New-energy automobile biochemical fuel power
plant
Hydrogen exhaust system of fuel cell vehicle
Cooling system for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system
Hydrogen exhaust system for fuel cell vehicle
Evaporatively cooled hybrid PEM fuel cell power
plant assembly
Apparatus for Recirculation of a Cathode Gas in a
Fuel Cell Arrangement, Method for Shutting Down
Such a Fuel Cell Arrangement
Method for operating fuel cell system in e.g. motor
vehicle, involves measuring input electrical voltage
applied to fuel cell, and controlling valve
mechanism partially depending on measured
electrical voltage
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Power supply control circuit
Power supply controller
Fuel consumption assessment device for fuel cell
vehicle
Dc-dc converter and power supplying system
including same
System and method for hydrating a proton
exchange membrane fuel cell
Power supply controller
Power supply control circuit
Control strategy for HV battery equalization charge
Cold start method of fuel cell vehicle
Method for cold starting fuel cell vehicle
Control strategy for hv battery equalization charge
during driving operation in fuel cell hybrid vehicles
Fuel Cell
Method of controlling fuel cell vehicle and fuel cell
system
Vehicle-mounted energy-saving alcohol monitoring
system
Fuel system using redox flow battery
Electric vehicle and method of cooling vehicular
dc/dc converter
Navigation system
Fuel Distribution in Multi-Fuel Tank Compressed
Gas Fuel Systems
Fuel battery power supply management system for
an electric motor car
Application method of motor vehicle fuel system
Controlled-Clearance Sealing Compressor
Devices
Apparatus and method using hydrogen pressure in
fuel cell electric vehicle
Vehicle-mounted hydrogen supply system for
vehicle with fuel cells
Bus power system of fuel cell city
Noise-comfort function for cooling systems with
proportional variable speed fans
Small vehicle mounted with fuel cell
Vehicular display apparatus
Fuel cell system and electric vehicle with the fuel
cell system mounted
Fuel cell system and electric vehicle with the fuel
cell system mounted
Fuel cell system and electric vehicle with the fuel
cell system mounted
Fuel cell system and electric vehicle with the fuel
cell system mounted
Fuel system using redox flow battery
Fuel cell vehicle
Electric vehicle with ground fault detecting system
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Gas detection system, vehicle, and checkup
method for gas detection system
Integrated solar-powered high-pressure hydrogen
production and battery charging system
Coupler and fuel cartridge for fuel cell
Fuel cell-equipped vehicle and control method for
fuel cell-equipped vehicle
Fuel cell system and corresponding operating
process
Fuel cell system with cooling and method of
controlling the same
Fuel cell-equipped vehicle and control method for
fuel cell-equipped vehicle
Vehicular display apparatus
Moving body for producing lift force and motive
power by instantaneously blocking sealing mouths
of fluid holes
Modular fuel cell power system
System and method for detecting a fuel cell anode
gas composition
Composite battery pack for automobile EMB brake
system
Fuel cell stack having an integrated end plate
assembly
Fuel cell stack voltage monitoring and diagnosing
device
Modular fuel cell system
Gas Diffusion Layer for Fuel Cell Vehicle with
Improved Operational Stability
A heater in vehicle with cnt insulating layer, a
apparatus exhausting waste heat in fuel cell
vehicle and integrated heating system using the
same
Systems and methods for producing hydrogen
from cellulosic and/ or grain feedstocks for use as
a vehicle fuel, use in the production of anhydrous
ammonia, and to generate electricity
Fuel cell vehicle
Intelligent home control system applying solar
energy and fuel cells
Heating system of fuel cell vehicle
Performance testing platform for generating
system of integrated energy of wind and light and
hydrogen
Fuel cell vehicle
A system for storing ammonia in and releasing
ammonia from a storage material and method for
storing and releasing ammonia
End plate for fuel cell stack
Multi-source electric vehicle
Rear integration of a suspension system and fuel
tanks in fuel cell vehicles
Rear integration of a suspension system and fuel
tanks in fuel cell vehicles
Cooling system for a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)
Fuel cell system and its operation method
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Vehicle and fuel cell vehicle-mounting method
System and method for judging deterioration of
fuel cell
Autonomous vehicle with fuel cell and autonomous
flushing system
Apparatus and method for determining
deterioration of a fuel cell and method for
preventing deterioration of the same
Box for receiving electromagnetic valve for fuel
cell system
Food/drink container
Gas piping system for fuel cell
Wheel-type speed training tractor
Air and coolant circuit configurations and control of
fuel cell systems as power source in automotive,
stationary, and portable applications
Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell stack having an integrated end plate
assembly
Fuel cell vehicle and its control method in
highlands
Pressure tank and detection method of pressure
tank internal abnormality
DC/DC convertor control panel of fuel cell vehicle
Method for controlling output of fuel cell in fuel cell
hybrid vehicle
Fuel cell mounted vehicle
Ventilator of a fuel-cell vehicle
Pipe connecting structure of fuel cell cooling
system
Fuel cell system and motor vehicle equipped
therewith
Controller of rotary electric machine
Radiator fan control for heat pump hvac
Curable perfluoropolyether compositions and
rubber or gel articles comprising the same
Self-tuning thermal control of an automotive fuel
cell propulsion system
End plate for fuel cell stack and method for
manufacturing the same
Self-turning thermal control of automotive fuel cell
prolusion system
Fuel cell system
Safety apparatus for a bump accident of fuel cell
vehicle
Moving body
Fuel cell system and corresponding operating
method
Proton exchange membrane fuel cell humidity
sensor
Power source control circuit
Apparatus for optimized execution of heating tasks
in fuel cell vehicles
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Method of protecting electricity storage device in
hybrid dc power supply system
Fuel cell vehicle
Operating a comfort subsystem for a vehicle
Mobile body mounted with fuel cell
System and Method for Dual Energy Storage
Management
Fuel cell vehicles regulator
End-plate for fuel cell stack and manufacturing
method thereof
Muffler of fuel cell vehicle
Ventilation system for an automotive fuel cell stack
enclosure
Anode Recirculation Pump Control Strategy
Method of controlling dc/dc converter apparatus
Operating Fuel Cell During Down Time on
Cryogenic Hydrogen Boil-Off
Fuel cell system
Method of driving dc/dc converter, method of
controlling dc/dc converter apparatus, method of
controlling driving operation of vehicle, and
method of driving fuel cell system
Air blower attached a controlling box for fuel cell
vehicle
Data support system for fuel cell city carriage
Interlock structure of electric component box
Dehydrogenation purification treatment system
and method for treating fuel cell car tail-gas
Fuel Cell System and Mobile Article
End plate for fuel cell stack and its manufacturing
method
Fuel cell mounting vehicle
Energy-Regulating System for a Vehicle
Air and coolant circuit configurations and control of
fuel cell systems as power source in automotive,
stationary, and portable applications
Self-learning control system for plug-in hybrid
vehicles
Fuel cell system and vehicle mounted with fuel cell
system
Heater with cathode oxygen depletion fuction for
fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell mounted electric vehicle
Undercover for vehicle and mounting structure
thereof
Undercover for vehicle and mounting structure
thereof
Exhaust processing method and apparatus for
safety dumping of fuel cell automobile hydrogen
gas
Systems and methods for analyzing underwater,
subsurface and atmospheric environments
Fuel cell mounted vehicle
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Multifunctional vehicle wheel system
Energy-saving movement device
Fuel cell entire vehicle controller monitoring device
based on Bluetooth communication
Fuel Cell Vehicle Performance Mode
Fuel cell vehicle
Measuring Apparatus For Monitoring Residual
Oxygen In An Exhaust Gas
Humidifier for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell humidification system for vehicle
Test platform for fuel battery with proton exchange
film
Catalyst combustion device
Fuel cell power supply device
Power supply device for vehicles
Water trap device of fuel cell vehicle
System for operating hydrogen recirculation
blower of fuel cell and method for controlling the
same
Water trap device for fuel cell vehicle
Water trap device for fuel cell vehicle
Saddle seat type fuel-cell electric vehicle
Fuel cell system
Sealing structure of fuel cell
Hydrogen purification for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell humidity control system and method
Dilution device for fuel battery passenger car
discharging hydrogen concentration
Fuel cell module and fuel cell motor vehicle
A system and method for determining a time when
the blood alcohol concentration has passed a
threshold level
Mobile body mounted with fuel cell
Vehicle Mounting Structure for Fuel Cell System
Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle
Energy Consuming Body and A Method for
Supplying Dynamic Force Energy to the Energy
Consuming Body
Riding lawnmower vehicle
Riding lawn mower
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Fuel cell vehicle system
Hydro-Electric Hybrid Drive System For Motor
Vehicle
Hydrogen Tank Cooling Device and Cooling
Method in Hydrogen Fuel Automobile, and
Hydrogen Fuel Automobile
Coupler for fuel cell and fuel cell using same
A system for storing ammonia in and releasing
ammonia from a storage material and method for
storing and releasing ammonia
Coolant Reservoir Purge System for Fuel Cell
Systems and Vehicles
Fuel cell and fuel cell mounting vehicle
Fuel cell system
Diagnostic apparatus and diagnostic method for
fuel cell
Noise-comfort function for cooling systems with
proportional variable speed fans
Apparatus and Method for Dispensing Liquid and
Gaseous Hydrogen
Equipment for exchanging energy sources
Cooling system for a motor vehicle
Centrifugal compressor device, compressor for
fuel cell, and control method of compressor for fuel
cell
Hybrid automobile and method of controlling the
same
Proton exchanging film fuel battery test platform
System Stability and Performance Improvement
with Anode Heat Exchanger Plumbing and ReCirculation Rate
Catalytic Combustor
Fuel cell vehicle
Voltage control system and vehicle comprising
voltage control system
Integrated system and method of battery cooling
for a hybrid or fuel cell vehicle
Method of Humidifying Fuel Cell Inlets Using WickBased Water Trap Humidifiers
Integrated System and Method of Battery Cooling
for a Hybrid or Fuel Cell Vehicle
Fuel cell system
Centrifugal compressor device, compressor for
fuel cell, and control method of the compressor for
fuel cell
Fuel cell module for vehicles
Fuel Cell Power Request Control Strategy
Electric carrier with hybrid electric power source
Energy-efficient sport device
Control of nitrogen fraction in a flow shifting fuel
cell system
Fuel Cell System and Vehicle Using Fuel Cell
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Heat radiating method for fuel cell car
System and Method for Creating a Portable
Networked Vehicle Infrastructure Distribution
Platform of Small Wind Gathering Devices
System and Method for Creating a Networked
Vehicle Infrastructure Distribution Platform of
Small Wind Gathering Devices
Operation control method considering stack
temperature rise of fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle
Cooling system for fuel cell vehicle
Self-sustaining washroom for mobile use
Efficiency optimized hybrid operation strategy
Evaporatively cooled hybrid PEM fuel cell power
plant assembly
Fuel Cell System
Prognostic for loss of high-voltage isolation
Mobile body mounted with fuel cell
Turbocompressor shutdown mechanism
Exhaust pipe for fuel cell mounting, and fuel cell
mounting vehicle
Moving body
Fuel cell
Direct oxidation fuel cell system e.g. direct
methanol fuel cell system, for use in motor vehicle,
has water discharge device with water retaining
space, which is connected with fluid retaining
space of water-fuel-supply device
Fuel cell mounting structure
Cathode end plate and air breathing fuel cell stack
using the same
Fuel cell system and method for controlling the
fuel cell system
Dc/dc-less coupling of matched batteries to fuel
cells
Power system of hybrid fuel cell bus and control
method thereof
Fuel cell startup method for fast freeze startup
Method for adaptive prediction of stack voltage in
automotive fuel cell systems
Fuel cell system
Electric Generator for Motor Vehicle
Hydrogen generation system, fuel cell system, and
fuel cell automobile
The hydrogen supplying system of the shutdown
of the fuel cell vehicle
Method of using hydrogen storage tank and
hydrogen storage tank
Methods of optimizing vehicular air conditioning
control systems
On-vehicle hydrogen storage apparatus
Electric vehicle mounted testing device
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Power module for motor vehicle, has anodic
evacuation circuit mounted in downstream of fuel
cell and connecting outlet of anodic compartment
and burner, and phase-splitter circuits mounted in
upstream of burner and downstream of fuel cell
The installation and design of the overhead type
fuel cell engine on the top of the city bus
Hybrid fuel cell system with battery capacitor
energy storage system
Fuel cell anode stoichiometry control
Hydrogen/hydrogen peroxide fuel cell
Low-noise fuel cell air conveyer
Novel steering room instrument board panelboard
system
Fuel cells evaporatively reactant gas cooling and
operational freeze prevention
Fuel cell system water management strategy for
freeze capability
Vehicle
Fuel battery system
Refueling Facility, Refueling Device, and Refueling
Method
Fuel cell system water management strategy for
freeze capability
External control of a vehicle coolant pump with
remote heating option
Communication network test system for entire car
of fuel cell car based on TTCAN
Motor driving system with function of adopting to
speed of vehicle
Heat radiator for fuel battery vehicle
Fuel battery vehicle-mounted hydrogen leakage
alarmer
Power source, charging system, and inductive
receiver for mobile devices
Generalized force application magnet and
conductor rail magnetic suspension vehicle or train
using the same
Power supply system of fuel cell vehicle
Pressure keeping and leakage detection device of
vehicular gas supply pipe of fuel cell
Exhaustion system and method thereof for fuel cell
vehicle system
Fuel cell-mounting vehicle
Power supply control device, power supply control
method, and vehicle equipped with power supply
control device
Non-end plate fuel cell stack fit for lowtemperature starting
Vehicle support system
Device for increasing fuel cell engine performance
by automobile running
Supply of power utilizing fuel cell and
rechargeable storage portion
Fuel-cell electric vehicle
Vehicular power generation system
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Electric vehicle
Driving electric machine for fuel battery vehicle
and control system test platform
Fuel cell vehicle having support frame which
couples side frames in width direction of vehicle
Edge-protected catalyst-coated membrane
electrode assemblies
Fuel cell system, driving method of the same, and
fuel cell vehicle
Electric traction
Control method for fuel cell vehicle, and fuel cell
vehicle
Fuel cell integrated humidification
Method for operating fuel cells with passive
reactant supply
Fuel cell integrated humidification
Stopping a fuel cell supplied with pure oxygen
Control of the polymer humidifying membrane of a
fuel cell
Inductive power source and charging system
Electric traction
Mobile body having fuel cell system
Hydrogen generation apparatus
Fuel efficiency display device for fuel cell vehicle,
and fuel efficiency displaying method for fuel cell
vehicle
Fuel cell system and operation method thereof
Fuel cell for use in motor vehicle, has case
defining access opening to access stacked cells in
interior volume and defining two auxiliary openings
to circulate gas, where external layer is applied on
interior volume
Fuel cell system and control method thereof
Fuel cell system and operating method thereof
Gas generator, fuel cell system using it, electric
apparatus system using it, automobile using it, tire
filling device using it, automobile with fuel cell
system mounted thereon, and electric apparatus
with fuel cell system mounted thereon
Cooling starting valve structure in fuel battery
vehicle
Cooling starting valve structure in fuel battery
vehicle
Device and method to release the overpressure of
a fuel cell coolant tank
Fuel resupply facility, fuel resupply device, and
method for resupplying fuel
Structure of hydrogen-driven toy truck
Fuel cell mounted electric vehicle
Cooling and humidification system of fuel cell
vehicle
Cooling apparatus for fuel cell vehicle
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Cooling apparatus of fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system and fuel cell automotive vehicle
Electric bicycle for micro folding fuel cell
Cooling device for fuel cell and vehicle having the
same
Electrical energy generating system for e.g. hybrid
vehicle, has secondary water tank with volume
corresponding to water volume necessary for
starting reformer, where tank is disposed in
thermal exchange relation with reformer
Fuel battery measurement controller utilizing
double-CAN bus redundancy communication
Device to control the flow speed of media through
a fuel cell stack
Compact anode flow shift design for small fuel cell
vehicles
Fuel cell system water mass balancing scheme
Method and apparatus for land based seismic data
acquisition
An electrochemical testing platform
Non-circulating coolant PEM fuel cell power plant
assembly with low thermal mass
Anode flowshifting with closed-injector bleeding
Fuel resupply facility, fuel resupply system, and
method for resupplying fuel
Vehicle mounted with electric storage apparatus
In-vehicle fuel cell system
Water blocking layer and wicking reservoir for
PEMFC
System mounted on fuel cell vehicle
Hybrid power system of fuel battery and energystorage apparatus capable of quick changing and
discharging
Fuel cell vehicle
Energy stations
Moving body
Controlled-clearance sealing compressor devices
Fuel battery car engine mounting structure
Fuel cell system with cooling and method of
controlling the same
Method for detection and diagnosis of isolation
faults in fuel cell hybrid vehicles
System stability improvements tolerating
increased nitrogen cross-over
Control apparatus for fuel cell vehicle and control
method for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system and method for generating
electrical energy using a fuel cell system
Moving body
Separator and end-plate of the fuel cell stack
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Control apparatus for fuel cell vehicle and control
method for fuel cell vehicle
Intake structure in fuel cell powered vehicle, and
motorcycle with fuel cell mounted thereon
Control apparatus for fuel cell vehicle and control
method for fuel cell vehicle
Intake structure in fuel cell powered vehicle, and
motorcycle with fuel cell mounted thereon
Fuel cell system for motor vehicle, has
condensation unit with heat recuperator cooling
gas from fuel cell or burner of reformer, and
coolant circulation loop cooling condenser which
communicates with heat recuperator
Control apparatus for vehicle having fuel cell
mounted thereon
Auxiliary device of vehicle against drunk driver
Hydrogen sensor mounting structure for fuel cell
vehicle
Hydrogen sensor for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system and electric vehicle including the
fuel cell system
Stop method for fuel cell system and fuel cell
system
Fuel cell vehicle and water discharging method for
fuel cell vehicle
DC/DC-less coupling of matched batteries to fuel
cells
Hydro-Oxy fuel generator
Addressing one mea failure mode by controlling
mea catalyst layer overlap
Cellular phone in form factor of a conventional
audio cassette
Thermoelectric-based heating and cooling system
Vehicle loading structure of fuel cell system
Moving body
Moving body
Cooling method for fuel cell
Electricity production installation for motor vehicle,
has air compression system controlled by control
unit managing supply of air to fuel cell, and
including autonomous compression stages used
over reduced operating ranges
End plate for a stack of fuel cells
Fuel cell system and vehicle using fuel cell
Fuel cell vehicle
Low-noise fuel cell
Low noise fuel battery generating system
Portable compound battery unit management
system
Vehicle
Vehicle, and method for mounting gas fuel tank
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Vehicle
Solenoid valve for fuel cell
Integration of an electrical diode within a fuel cell
A propulsion system for an amphibious vehicle
Vehicular fuel cell system and fuel cell mounted
vehicle
Control apparatus and control method for vehiclemounted fuel cell power generation system
Device for recuperating water in a power
production unit comprising a fuel cell
Regulator for fuel cell
Layout of an electrical power system provided with
a fuel cell in an electric vehicle
Hybrid fuel cell system with battery capacitor
energy storage system
Fuel cell system
Actuating device of fuel cell electric vehicle
Fuel cell system with a hydrous fluid flow
Sensor device for measuring temperature,
pressure and relative humidity in hydrogen fuel
cell of motor vehicle, has temperature sensor,
humidity sensor and heat unit that are assembled
together to form integrated compact module
Heatable hydrogen pressure regulator
Device and process for the control of the
quantities of air, steam and fuel vapor injected into
a reformer of an on-board fuel cell system
Advanced shutdown strategy to improve safety
and efficiency of fuel cell vehicles
Two-wheeled fuel-cell vehicle with hydrogen
sensor
Control method for improving starting and cut-off
operation of fuel battery stability
Prognostic method and system for hybrid and
eletric vehicle components
Method and system for operating a vehicle
Gasoline fuel cell power system transient control
Quiet vertical takeoff and landing aircraft using
ducted, magnetic induction air-impeller rotors
Cooling system for a rearward portion of a vehicle
and method of cooling
Fuel cell system
Arrangement of intake and exhaust system
components in a fuel cell powered vehicle
Drainage structure in fuel cell electric vehicle
Suspension system in fuel cell electric vehicle
Container for gas storage tanks in a vehicle
Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell stack with
insulating end plates has connections for media
current monitoring and safety devices integrated
into the plates
Electric leakage protector for electric vehicle
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power circuit
Fuel cell automobile mixed power device
Fuel cell equipped vehicle
Portable case type folding electric bicycle
Method of determining voltage condition of fuel
cell vehicle
Automobile gear box loading check test bench
Driving means of electric vehicle with fuel battery
Motor vehicle with hybrid drive
Mobile desalination plants and systems, and
methods for producing desalinated water
Method for simplified real-time diagnoses using
adaptive modeling
Plug-in card type fuel cell unit
Fuel cell stack
Screw rod compression-expansion unit for fuel
battery automobile
Method and apparatus for warming-up fuel cell
and fuel cell vehicle
Electrical power train for a fuel cell vehicle,
comprising an electrical dissipation element
Electric traction system for vehicles, comprising an
electric disipating resistor cooled by a cooling
liquid
Experimental research apparatus for fuel battery
mixed power system
Electric traction system for vehicles, comprising an
electric disipating resistor cooled by a cooling
liquid
Fuel cell system having secondary cell
Motor vehicle
Fuel cell system e.g. auxiliary power unit, gas
management device for motor vehicle, has
exchanger supplied with gaseous flow provided
from cathode outlet of fuel cell and flow coming
out from air compressor
Control device and method for fuel cell powered
vehicle
Non electric driven movable high pressure
hydrogen filling system
DC/DC converter machine box for fuel cell electric
automobile
On-vehicle structure of fuel cell system
Power electronic component e.g. inverter, cooling
device, for fuel cell system of vehicle, has multichannel valve to distribute part of humid
compressed air between turbine and component,
and unit to regulate air flow across valve
Detecting and function verifying machine set for
water-cooled fuel cell system assembly
A double fuel cell power system capable of parallel
working
Fuel cell vehicle
Ion exchange filter
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Fuel cell power generator for motor vehicle, has
low and high pressure charge air radiators
inserted in evacuation circuits, in downstream of
condensers such that exit air of compressors is
cooled by respective evacuation circuits
Moving body
Moving body
Electricity production installation for motor vehicle,
has water system having condenser situated at
outlet of fuel cell stack to recover water under form
of liquid, and water injector to supply water to
bearing of turbocompressor
Power control unit for electric vehicle
Solar electrolysis power source
Fuel cell vehicle
Hydrogen discharging device of vehicle with fuel
cell system mounted
Vehicular cooling system using air conditioner
refrigerant
Electrolytic commercial production of hydrogen
from hydrocarbon compounds
Hydrogen leakage detecting device for vehicle
with fuel cell system mounted thereto
Vehicle with fuel cell system mounted thereto
Vehicle with a combustion engine and a fuel cell
device
Registration arrangement for fuel cell assemblies
Structure of electric vehicle using fuel accumulator
Fuel cell mounting apparatus and its system
Heating and cooling system
Power generator for use in motor vehicle, has
turbo-compressor recovering energy of gas burnt,
in outlet of fuel cell by burner, to drive compressor
in upstream of condenser for varying upstream
pressure of condenser
Test and research system for fuel cell hybrid
power system
Tank system including multiple tanks and control
method thereof
Cooling system for fuel cell vehicle and a cooling
pipe thereof
Addressing one MEA failure mode by controlling
MEA catalyst layer overlap
Controller for fuel-cell mounting vehicle
Moving body
Fuel cell system and method for removal of water
from fuel cells
Cooling system and vehicle equipped with cooling
system
Start-up fuel cell in e.g. car, involves switching
operation mode using freezing temperature
starting up control map to another mode using
normal start-up control map, when fuel cell
temperature exceeds freezing temperature
Cooling water system for fuel cell vehicle
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comprising stack, first pump for circulation of large
amount of cooling water, first reservoir storing
cooling water, second pump for circulation of small
amount of cooling water, second reservoir storing
water generated at positive electrode and
removed from stack, and valves
Dual-fuel cell power system capable of parallelly
operating
System and method for controlling power
distribution of fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle
Control device for fuel cell system and related
method
Electric automobile multiple source power
assembly control apparatus of MPC500 type
Power limited control system for fuel cell hybrid
electric vehicle, including motor control unit, first to
third switching units, dc converting unit, and power
distribution control unit, and method thereof
Fuel cell power unit for a vehicle and process for
de-icing of a fuel cell
Regulator
Pressure regulator for fuel cell
Warming device for fuel cell system
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell electric generating system with self-start
device
Control apparatus for a fuel cell vehicle
Method and device for determining the residual
travel duration of a submarine
Controlled ventilation of fuel cell power plant
Control device for starting fuel cell vehicle
Control apparatus for fuel cell vehicle
Temperature regulating device for vehicle, has
coolant circulation loop to provide thermal
regulation for fuel cell, and control unit to direct
reheated coolant towards cell during starting
phase of cell
Fuel cell energy management system for cold
environments
Ventilation of fuel cell power plant
Electric vehicle and performance setting method
Electric vehicle and performance setting method
Control apparatus for fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system with recuperative heat exchanger
Control method for fuel cell vehicle
Control apparatus for fuel cell vehicle
Motor driving controller for motor vehicle
Vehicle fuel cell power plant warm-up control
Fuel cell-mounted vehicle
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Interior heating and cooling system for motor
vehicle, has by-pass line that bridges the segment
of heat transfer circuit which runs through an
internal combustion engine to form an isolated
circuit in a bridged operating state
Fuel cell device
Fuel evaporator and fuel cell automobile
Process and device for testing electric motors, in
particular fan motors, for functionality
Function test and display set for fuel cell power
supply device
Small vehicle with fuel cell that has elements
cooled by ventilation system
Mount structure for humidifier unit
Power supply system for fuel cell mounted vehicle
Method for controlling flow rate of oxidizer in fuel
cell system
On-board fuel cell powered electric vehicle
Arrangement structure for fuel cell system in
vehicle
Remaining travel power information reporting
device of fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell system
On-board fuel cell powered electric vehicle
Cooling system for a fuel cell module as part of an
on-board power supply
Fuel cell stack with heated end plates
Moving object with fuel cells incorporated therein
and method of controlling the same
Fuel cell system and related control method
Fuel cell system and related control method
An arrangement for controlling operation of a
physical system, like for instance fuel cells in
electric vehicles
Fuel cell for powering electronic appliances, in
particular portable objects
Reciprocating compressor
System incorporating a selective cracking
catalyser for feeding hydrogen to a fuel cell for the
production of electrical energy, notably for
electrically propelled vehicles
Fuel cell vehicle
Hybrid power sources distribution management
Fuel cell mounted vehicle
Proton conductive polymer having acid group on
side chain, its manufacturing method, polymer
membrane using the proton conductive polymer,
and fuel cell using it
Fuel cell stack
Four-wheel drive electric vehicle structure
Cooling system of stack protection apparatus for
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fuel cell electric vehicle
Method and system for verification, calibration and
simulation of a fuel cell test station
Fuel cell mounting vehicle
Fuel cell, power supplying method using fuel cell,
function card, gas supply mechanism for fuel cell,
power, generator and production method for
power generator
Fuel cell has sliding drawer type tank located
below anode compartment and comprising
hydrogen detector which seals tank by sliding
drawer and initiates evacuation of nitrogen and
water
Vehicle powertrain with fuel cell power source and
multi-range transmission
End plates for a fuel cell stack structure
Vehicle body structure
Fuel cell automobile capable of reducing vibration
Fuel cell for vehicle, comprises cathode fed with
oxygen, anode fed with hydrogen and means to
humidify the oxygen which include cathodic
decantation bottle to remove any liquid
Vehicle transmission with a fuel cell power source
and a multi-range transmission
Vehicle transmission with a fuel cell power source
and a multi-range transmission
Aqueous based electrolyte slurry for MCFC and
method of use
Fuel cell system
Fuel cell and control unit in a detachable housing
Generation of electricity from a fuel cell to drive a
vehicle, uses purge circuit to deliver inert gas to
anode to stop fuel cell operation and prevent fuel
build up, and diverts combustive material away
from anode
Fuel cell mounted battery-powered car and fuel
cell system box
Wireless communication system and method
Wireless communication system and method
Liquid curable rubber composition and molded
product thereof
Hydrogen purged motor for anode re-circulation
blower
Hydrogen purged motor for anode re-circulation
blower
Method and apparatus for dissipating energy in a
fuel cell generator system
Fuel cell loading type electric vehicle and a fuel
cell system box
Motor with three axially coupled reluctance and
permanent magnet rotors
Power control unit for electric vehicle
Vehicle with a fuel cell system and method for
operating the same
Device for producing hydrogen-containing gas for
a fuel cell system
End plate for fuel cell stack
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DC-DC voltage-stabilized source of fuel battery
motor-driven vehicle
Vehicle anti-theft lock apparatus and method
Cooling system for vehicle
Fuel cell housing case
Fuel cell module and fuel cell motor vehicle
Fuel cell system for vehicle
Fuel cell fuel supply system and mobile body
Conditions for fluid separations in microchannels,
capillary-driven fluid separations, and laminated
devices capable of separating fluids
Fuel cell stack
Fuel cell stack
Voltage changer for fuel battery of electric car
Fuel cell power supply unit
Staged venting of fuel cell system during rapid
shutdown
Vehicle with fuel cell system mounted thereon
Vehicle drive system with fuel cell or combustion
engine
Electric power output control system for electric
vehicle with complex fuel battery
Driving system and driving method for fuel cell
operation
Drive system and method for the operation of a
fuel cell system
Staged venting of fuel cell system during rapid
shutdown
Fuel cell system and method for starting a fuel cell
system
Method for electrically starting up a fuel cell
Guide plate structure of miniature fuel battery
Thermal management system for an
electrochemical engine
Energy management system for hybrid electric
vehicles
Method and apparatus for cutting off fuel supply of
a fuel cell vehicle
Cooling system for fuel cell powered vehicle and
fuel cell powered vehicle employing the same
Cooling of a fuel cell system
Apparatus for warming-up fuel cell
Vehicle having a driving internal-combustion
engine and having a fuel cell system for the power
supply to electric consuming devices of the vehicle
and method for operating such a vehicle
Metal-air fuel cell battery system having means for
discharging and recharging metal-fuel cards
supplied from a cassette-type storage device
Cooling system for a fuel cell battery
Metal-air fuel cell battery systems employing
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B1
JP2001266
916A
US2001014
416A1

CA2327593
A1
JP2001213
149A
TW442997B
CN1300450
A
US6239508
B1

US6230496
B1
US6223844
B1
US6223843
B1
TW432741B
DE1004980
1A1

US6210822
B1
US6195999
B1
CN1280713
A
DE1993106
2A1
EP1060942
A2

JP2000315
511A
JP2000315
516A
DE1002104
4A1

US6124052
A
FR2788631
A1

EP1010875
A2
US6053266
A

means for discharging and recharging metal-fuel
cards
Fuel cell humidifying device
Metal-air fuel cell battery systems having a metalfuel card storage cassette, insertable within a port
in a system housing, containing a supply of
substantially planar discrete metal-fuel cards, and
fuel card transport mechanisms therein
Thermal management of fuel cell powered
vehicles
Air conditioner for vehicle
Fuel cell system and method for generating
electrical energy by means of a fuel cell system
Fuel cell system and electric car mounting it and
starting coutrol method for fuel cell system
Electrical power generation system having means
for managing the discharging and recharging of
metal fuel contained within a network of metal-air
fuel cell battery subsystems
Energy management system for hybrid electric
vehicles
Fuel cell engine having a propulsion motor
operatively connected to drive a fluid supply
device
Electrochemical propulsion system
Fuel cell system and method for generating
electrical energy by means of a fuel cell system
Fuel cell system for supplying electromotive power
to vehicles, has at least one stack of individual
cells in which each stack is formed by fixing of end
plates
Current generating system for a vehicle having an
internal combustion engine
Electrochemical engine
Metal-air fuel cell battery employing metal-fuel
tape
Anordnung zum Beheizen/Kühlen einer
Brennstoffzelle und Brennstoffzellensystem und
deren Verwendung
Vehicle having an internal combustion drive
engine and comprising a fuel cell arrangement for
the supply of current meeting the electrical
requirements of the vehicle and method for
operating such a vehicle
Power distribution controller for fuel cell
automobile
Temperature control device of exhaust hydrogen
combustor of a fuel cell car
Vehicle with fuel cell system mounted on it, has
bearing positioned to form common bearing that
absorbs vibrations of drive motor, air compressor
and air compressor motor
Solid polymer electrolyte fuel cell system
Fuel cell assembly for an electrically powered
vehicle, utilises oxygen as a combustion agent
and hydrogen as a fuel element, comprises a
water cooling system with an energy recovering
turbine assembly
An electrochemical propulsion system
Fuel cell engine having a propulsion motor
operatively connected to drive a fluid supply
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EP0993060
A2
CA2334951
A1
JPH101816
85A
CA2274826
A1
JPH081926
39A

device
Fuel cell control apparatus and method of
controlling fuel cell using control apparatus
Voltage measuring device
Operation system for fuel cell mounted type deep
sea submargence research vehicle
Cooling system for a fuel cell battery
Fuel cell system mounting structure in vehicle and
fuel cell housing case
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Annex 2: Patents from project partners (295 patents)
This table contains all 295 distinctive patents belonging to the IPC classes H01M8/00 “Fuel
cells” and published by INN-BALANCE project partners.
Publication
number
WO202008210
2A1
WO202008210
0A1
AT521650A1
WO202004181
5A1
KR2020002146
5A
US2020064406
A1
WO202003734
7A1
AT521519A4
US2020052314
A1
CN110679024A
AT521314A1

US2019379069
A1
US2019379071
A1
CN110495032A
CN110495031A
WO201921798
1A1
AT521209A1

AT521208A1
AT521175A4
AT521207A1

AT521206A1

DE1020191114
62A1

WO201921034
6A2
WO201921034
5A2
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Title

Applicant

Patent URL

Method for providing an indicator

AVL

Fuel cell system and method for
operating same
Brennstoffzellensystem und Verfahren
zum Betreiben desselben
Fuel cell system

AVL

개시 단계에서 공기를 공급하여 sofc-

AVL

http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/WO2020082102A1
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/WO2020082100A1
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/AT521650A1
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/WO2020041815A1
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/KR20200021465A

시스템을 작동시키는 방법
Method for diagnosing a technical
system
Fuel cell system and method for
operating the same
Brennstoffzellensystem

AVL
AVL

AVL
AVL
AVL

Fuel cell system and method for
performing thermal regeneration of
desulfurization adsorbates
Method for operating an sofc system
with a supply of air in a starting phase
Brennstoffzellenanlage und Verfahren
zur Spannungsregelung in der
Brennstoffzellenanlage
Fuel cell system

AVL

Starting burner for a fuel cell system

AVL

Fuel cell system with an annular
reformer
Fuel cell unit having stacked auxiliary
devices
Method for determining an equivalent
circuit for an electrochemical cell
Brennstoffzellensystem, stationäres
Kraftwerk sowie Verfahren zum
Betreiben eines
Brennstoffzellensystems
Brennstoffzellensystem

AVL

Verfahren zur Ermittlung von
Parametern einer Ersatzschaltung
Brennstoffzellensystem sowie
Verfahren zum Betreiben eines
Brennstoffzellensystems
Verdampfer für ein
Brennstoffzellensystem sowie
Brennstoffzellensystem
Brennstoffzellensystem, stationäres
Kraftwerk sowie Verfahren zum
Betreiben eines
Brennstoffzellensystems
Fuel cell system and method for
operating said fuel cell system
Evaporator for a fuel cell system, and
fuel cell system

AVL

AVL
AVL

AVL

AVL
AVL
AVL

AVL

AVL
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AVL
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?url=/patent/WO2019210345A2

AVL
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WO201921034
4A1
WO201920484
9A1
CN110392951A

Reversibly operable energy converter
and method for operating same
Fuel cell system

AVL

Fuel cell system and method for
carrying out thermal regeneration of
desulphurisation absorbates
Brennstoffzellensystem und Verfahren
zum Aufheizen eines
Brennstoffzellensystems
Stapelartig aufgebautes
Brennstoffzellensystem
Modulares Brennstoffzellensystem
und Verfahren zum Aufheizen eines
Stack-like fuel cell system

AVL

Fuel cell system and method for
heating up a fuel cell system
Ignition burner for a fuel cell system

AVL

Modular fuel cell system and method
for heating a fuel cell system
comprising a plurality of modules
Wärmetauscher für ein
Brennstoffzellensystem und Verfahren
zum Betreiben eines
Brennstoffzellensystems

AVL

AVL

http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/AT520976A1

Pem 연료전지

AVL
AVL

CN110114921A

Heat exchanger for a fuel cell system
and method for operating a fuel cell
system
Verfahren zum Betreiben eines
Brennstoffzellensystems
Pem fuel cell

http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/KR20190099063A
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect
?url=/patent/WO2019157549A1

US2019245223
A1
CN110100339A

Controlled gas conditioning for a
reaction gas of a fuel cell
Fuel cell system

AVL

DE1020191006
07A1

Entschwefelungsanordnung und
Verfahren zum Austauschen einer
Entschwefelungseinheit in einem
Brennstoffzellensystem
Entschwefelungsanordnung und
Verfahren zum Austauschen einer
Entschwefelungseinheit in einem
Brennstoffzellensystem
Reversibel betreibbarer
Energiewandler und Verfahren zum
Betreiben desselben
Method for diagnostics of a technical
system

AVL

기술 시스템을 진단하기 위한 방법

AVL

Method and test bench for carrying
out a test run for a fuel cell
Generator unit having a fuel cell
device, vehicle having a generator unit
of this type and method for monitoring
a generator unit
Waste gas post-treatment system,
reactor system and method for waste
gas post-treatment for a fuel cell
system
Verfahren zur Ermittlung eines
Betriebszustandes eines

AVL

AT521065A1

AT521064A1
AT521068A1
WO201917862
8A1
WO201917862
7A1
CN110268567A
WO201917385
8A1
AT520976A1

KR2019009906
3A
WO201915754
9A1
AT520881A1

AT520770A1

AT520719A4

CN109983353A
KR2019007738
4A
WO201912113
2A1
US2019190044
A1

WO201911362
1A1

AT520682A1
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elektrochemischen Systems
US2019181471
A1
US2019181487
A1

WO201910912
0A1
WO201911043
3A1

AT520553A4

AT520522A4

AT520612A1

BR1120190019
25A2

BR1120190019
17A2
BR1120190018
82A2
CN109690850A
WO201907550
2A1
CN109643812A

AT520483A1
AT520481A1

AT520482A1
WO201906812
3A1
DE1020182165
37A1
CN109565067A

CN109565062A
KR2019003073
6A
AT520417A1
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Method for shutting down a generator
unit having a fuel cell device
Generator unit having a fuel cell
device; vehicle having a generator unit
of this type and tail pipe device for a
generator unit
Method for determining an operating
state of an electrochemical system
Regulation of a controlled variable of a
conditioning unit of a reactant of a fuel
cell with ascertainment of an actual
value of the controlled variable
Abgasnachbehandlungssystem,
Reaktorsystem und Verfahren zur
Abgasnachbehandlung für ein
Brennstoffzellensystem
Regelung einer Regelgröße einer
Konditioniereinheit eines Reaktanden
einer Brennstoffzelle mit Ermittlung
eines Istwertes der Regelgröße
Brenner für ein
Brennstoffzellensystem mit zwei
Reaktionskammern
Método para o desligamento de uma
unidade de gerador, unidade de
gerador, veículo dotado de tal unidade
de gerador e uso de tal unidade de
gerador
Unidade; veículo e dispositivo de tubo
de escape para uma unidade de
gerador
Unidade de gerador, veículo e método
para monitoramento de uma unidade
de gerador
Regulated gas conditioning process
for a reaction gas of a fuel cell
Burner for a fuel cell system with two
reaction chambers
Generator unit having a fuel cell
device, vehicle having a generator unit
of this type and method for monitoring
a generator unit
Abzweigung von Kathodenabgas in
einem Brennstoffzellensystem
Injektionssystem für ein
Brennstoffzellensystem zum
Einspritzen von Brennstoff in einen
Brennraum
Verfahren zum schnellen Aufheizen
eines Brennstoffzellensystems
Method for quickly heating a fuel cell
system
Abzweigung von Kathodenabgas in
einem Brennstoffzellensystem
Generator unit having a fuel cell
device; vehicle having a generator unit
of this type and tail pipe device for a
generator unit
Method for shutting down a generator
unit having a fuel cell device

AVL

연료 전지의 반응 가스에 대해

AVL

제어되는 가스 컨디셔닝
Stationäres Brennstoffzellensystem
mit Heizvorrichtung außerhalb der
Hotbox

AVL

AVL

AVL
AVL
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AT520263A1
US2019049521
A1
US2019049522
A1
WO201902848
7A1
AT520156A1

AT520153A1
DE1020182109
30A1
WO201900000
6A1
US2018375134
A1

CN108701846A

WO201818937
5A1
WO201818937
4A1
WO201818936
8A1
AT519848A1
AT519833A1
AT519834A1
AT519860A1
AT519859A1

AT519707A1

WO201816269
4A1
CN108432019A

WO201814618
2A1
WO201814617
2A1
AT519608A1
AT519618A1
AT519617A1
US2018198140
A1
CA3048938A1
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Brennstoffzellensystem mit zumindest
einer Hochtemperatur-Brennstoffzelle
Method for determining critical
operating states in a fuel cell stack
Method for determining critical
operating states in a fuel cell stack
Fuel cell system having at least one
high-temperature fuel cell
Verfahren zum Kühlen eines
Brennstoffzellenstapels mit teilweise
reformiertem Brennstoff
SOFC-Betriebsverfahren unter
Zuführung von Luft in einer Startphase
Verfahren zum Kühlen eines
Brennstoffzellenstapels mit teilweise
reformiertem Brennstoff
Method for operating an sofc system
with a supply of air in a starting phase
Circuit arrangement for impressing an
electrical signal into an
electrochemical energy supply
apparatus
Circuit arrangement for impressing an
electrical signal into an
electrochemical energy supply
apparatus
Fuel cell system with an annular
reformer
Exhaust-gas aftertreatment device
with reformer and burner for an sofc
system
Fuel cell unit having stacked auxiliary
devices
Brennstoffzellensystem für einen
SOEC-Betriebszustand
Brennstoffzellensystem mit
Prozessflüssigkeitsquelle
Brennstoffzelleneinheit mit
gestapelten Hilfsvorrichtungen
Brennstoffzellensystem mit
ringförmigem Reformer
Abgasnachbehandlungsvorrichtung
mit Reformer und Brenner für ein
SOFCSystem
Brennstoffzellensystem und Verfahren
zum Durchführen einer thermischen
Regeneration von
Entschwefelungsadsorbaten
Fuel cell system and method for
carrying out thermal regeneration of
desulphurisation absorbates
Measuring method and measuring
apparatus for determining the
recirculation rate
Burner with injector for fuel cell
system
Ignition burner for a fuel cell system

AVL

Brenner mit Injektor für
Brennstoffzellensystem
Startbrenner mit Heizmittel für
Brennstoffzellensystem
Startbrenner für ein
Brennstoffzellensystem
Method for monitoring the operating
state of fuel cells
Pem fuel cell

AVL

AVL
AVL
AVL
AVL

AVL
AVL

AVL
AVL
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Pem fuel cell
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PEM-Brennstoffzelle

AVL

AT519416A1

Brennstoffzellensystem
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WO201809999
3A1
AT519335A1

Fuel cell system

AVL

Verfahren zur Diagnose eines
technischen Systems
Method for diagnostics of a technical
system
Method for monitoring the operating
state of fuel cells
Method for determining critical
operating states on a fuel cell stack
Method for determining critical
operating states on a fuel cell stack
Generatoreinheit mit einer
Brennstoffzellenvorrichtung, Fahrzeug
mit einer solchen Generatoreinheit
und Verfahren zur Überwachung einer
Generatoreinheit
Generatoreinheit mit einer
brennstoffzellenvorrichtung, fahrzeug
mit einer solchen generatoreinheit und
endrohrvorrichtung für eine
generatoreinheit
Verfahren zum herunterfahren einer
generatoreinheit mit einer
brennstoffzellenvorrichtung
Method for shutting down a generator
unit having a fuel cell device
Generator unit having a fuel cell
device; vehicle having a generator unit
of this type and tail pipe device for a
generator unit
Generator unit having a fuel cell
device, vehicle having a generator unit
of this type and method for monitoring
a generator unit
Controlled gas conditioning for a
reaction gas of a fuel cell
Regulated gas conditioning process
for a reaction gas of a fuel cell
Geregelte Gaskonditionierung für ein
Reaktionsgas einer Brennstoffzelle
Circuit arrangement for impressing an
electric signal into an electrochemical
energy supply device
Vorrichtung und Verfahren zum
Betrieb eines Brennstoffzellensystems
Circuit arrangement for impressing an
electrical signal into an
electrochemical energy supply
apparatus
Vorrichtung und Verfahren zum
Betrieb eines Brennstoffzellensystems
Measuring method and measuring
apparatus for determining the
recirculation rate
Method for determining critical
operating states in a fuel cell stack
Schaltungsanordnung zur
Signaleinprägung eines elektrischen
Signals in eine elektrochemische
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Energieliefervorrichtung
AT517685B1
WO201702935
5A1
AT15137U1
AT15096U1

AT15093U1
AT517215B1

AT15053U1
AT15054U1

US2016006064
A1
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WO201212009
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Messverfahren und Messvorrichtung
zur Ermittlung der Rezirkulationsrate
Method for monitoring the operating
state of fuel cells
Brennstoffzellensystem, welches mit
Kohlenwasserstoffen betreibbar ist
Katalysatoreinheit für ein
HochtemperaturBrennstoffzellensystem
Reformereinheit für
Brennstoffzellensystem
Verfahren zum Regeln einer
Konditioniereinheit und
Verbrauchsmesseinrichtung mit einer
solchen Konditioniereinheit
Energieerzeugungseinheit mit einem
Hochtemperatur-Brennstoffzellenstack
Energieerzeugungseinheit mit einem
Hochtemperatur-Brennstoffzellenstack
und einer Verdampfungseinheit
Hydrocarbon-operable fuel cell system

AVL

Energy generating unit comprising a
high-temperature fuel cell stack and a
vaporizing unit
Method for determining critical
operating states in a fuel cell stack
Reformereinheit für
Brennstoffzellensystem
Katalysatoreinheit für ein
HochtemperaturBrennstoffzellensystem
Energieerzeugungseinheit mit einem
Hochtemperatur-Brennstoffzellenstack
und einer Verdampfungseinheit
Energieerzeugungseinheit mit einem
Hochtemperatur-Brennstoffzellenstack
Brennstoffzellensystem, welches mit
Kohlenwasserstoffen betreibbar ist
Reformer unit for a fuel cell system

AVL

Fuel cell system which can be
operated using hydrocarbons
Energy generation unit comprising a
high-temperature fuel cell stack
Catalytic converter units for a hightemperature fuel cell system
Energy generation unit comprising a
high-temperature fuel cell stack and
an evaporator unit
Electrical energy store

AVL

Electrical energy store

AVL

Verfahren zur Bestimmung kritischer
Betriebszustände an einem
Brennstoffzellenstack
Method for determining critical
operating states in a fuel cell stack
Vorrichtung zur Versorgung mit
elektrischer Energie
Electrical energy store comprising
individual modules and form-fitting
connections of their individual cell
frames
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CN102473946A
US2012100447
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DE1020070395
93A1

DE1020070395
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Electrical energy store

AVL

Method for operating a hightemperature fuel cell
Method for Operating a HighTemperature Fuel Cell
Method for operating a hightemperature fuel cell
Energieerzeugungseinheit mit
zumindest einer
Hochtemperaturbrennstoffzelle
High temperature fuel cell e.g. solid
oxide fuel cell, operating method for
internal combustion engine, involves
cooling mixture from exhaust gas and
fuel using amount of air in exchanger,
before entering mixture into
compressor
Vorrichtung und Verfahren zur
Bereitstellung zumindest eines
Prozessgases
Method and apparatus for conditioning
an o2-containing gas
Vorrichtung und verfahren zur
bereitstellung zumindest eines
prozessgases
Energieerzeugungseinheit mit
zumindest einer
hochtemperaturbrennstoffzelle
Vorrichtung und verfahren zum betrieb
einer hochtemperaturbrennstoffzelle
Clamping elements acting on both
ends of a fuel stack
Fuel cell system

AVL

Brennstoffzellenstapel aus Mittel- oder
Hochtemperaturbrennstoffzellen
Sensor device and method for
monitoring a fuel cell system
Device and method for determining
the operating parameters of indiviudal
cells or short stacks of fuel cells
Combined humidifier and heat
exchanger unit for e.g. proton
exchange membrane-fuel cell, has
feed line with branch lines that are
conducted across heat exchanger
integrated into coolant circuit of lowtemperature fuel cell
Sensor device for measuring e.g.
relative humidity, has humiditymeasuring sensor shielded by finepored, hydrophobic protective body for
protecting measuring sensor from
aerosol particles carried along in gas
flow
Process gas e.g. anode gas,
supplying method for testing e.g.
catalyzer of fuel cell, involves mixing
gases with different temperature
levels, and supplying partial flow of
gases at temperature within range of
room temperature
Energy generation unit for use as
power train support unit in automotive
vehicle, has flame burner with
combustion chamber connected to
outgoing line at cathode side of high-
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temperature fuel cell
AT502130A2

AT502009A1

AT501963A1

GB2424991A

US2006174705
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US2006078788
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EP1646101A2
WO200507884
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ATA8322004A

ATA2162004A
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US2019393516
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High temperature fuel cell e.g. solid
oxide fuel cell, operating method for
internal combustion engine, involves
cooling mixture from exhaust gas and
fuel using amount of air in exchanger,
before entering mixture into
compressor
Fuel cell system, comprises
recirculation device on cathode side,
and separately adjustable respective
recirculation line is provided for every
component
Process to fabricate decorative glass
panel by bonding granite beads to
horizontal surface followed by heating
to glass melting point
Device & Method For Determining The
Operating Parameters Of Individual
Cells Or Short Stacks Of Fuel Cells
Method and device for determining the
redox state of a reaction surface
coated with a catalyst material
Method for monitoring the operational
state of a fuel cell stack
Method of monitoring the operational
state of a fuel cell stack
Device and method for determining
the operating parameters of individual
cells or short stacks of fuel cells
Operating parameter determining
method for e.g. solid oxide fuel cell,
involves setting predetermined
temperature for fuel cell by heating
elements, and measuring operating
parameter of fuel cell depending on
temperature
Determining operating parameters
e.g. temperature of fuel cells/of short
stacks of fuel cells, by pressing planar
heating elements against exterior
surfaces of the single cell/the short
stack in parallel with a plane of the
fuel cell
Method and device for determining the
redox state of a reaction surface
coated with a catalyst material
Device and process to increase a fuel
cell efficiency, especially a methanol
or ethanol direct cell measures fuel
concentration in electrolyte and uses
this to control operation
Electric connector for fuel cell stack
연료 전지 스택 전압 모니터링을 위한
전기 커넥터
Fuel cell stack and bipolar plate
assembly
Membrane electrode assembly, fuel
cell stack with membrane electrode
assembly and alignment tool for fuel
cell stack
Manufacturing arrangement for a fuel
cell stack and method for
manufacturing a fuel cell stack
Electric connector for fuel cell stack
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KR2019013934
2A
CN110383554A

Catalytic Burner Arrangement

KR2019011106
9A

연료 전지 스택 및 바이폴라 플레이트

CA3063855A1
US2018375144
A1
WO201823626
6A1
SE1750786A1
CA3051827A1
WO201816462
4A1
SE1750252A1
CN108475805A

Fuel cell stack and bipolar plate
assembly
어셈블리
Electrical connector for fuel cell stack
voltage monitoring
Fuel cell stack housing
Electrical connector for fuel cell stack
voltage monitoring
Electric connector for fuel cell stack
voltage monitoring
Fuel cell stack and bipolar plate
assembly
Fuel cell stack and bipolar plate
assembly
Fuel cell stack and bipolar plate
assembly
Fuel cell stack housing

KR2018008499
4A
US2018090771
A1
CN107667070A

연료 전지 스택 하우징

CN107534120A

Electric connector for fuel cell stack

US2017365869
A1
US2017358810
A1
KR2017012591
7A
CN107108205A

Catalytic burner arrangement

CA3008160A1

Fuel cell stack housing

WO201713156
9A1
SE1650092A1

Fuel cell stack housing

KR2017008414
3A
KR2017008307
2A
CA2980701A1

Catalytic Burner Arrangement

WO201616770
2A1
CA2967942A1

Electric connector for fuel cell stack

CA2967940A1

Catalytic burner arrangement

WO201608929
6A1
WO201608929
7A1
US2015380745
A1
IN2548MUN20
14A

Catalytic burner arrangement
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Electric connector for fuel cell stack
Catalytic burner arrangement

Catalytic burner arrangement
연료 전지 스택용 전기 커넥터
Catalytic burner arrangement

Fuel cell stack housing

Catalytic Burner Arrangement
Electric connector for fuel cell stack

Catalytic burner arrangement

Catalytic burner arrangement
Flow field plate for a fuel cell
Flow field plate for a fuel cell
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Mixing device for a fuel reformer, fuel
reformer and method for converting
hydrocarbon fuels into hydrogen rich
gas
Fuel injection device and method for a
fuel reforme
Fuel injection system and method for
injecting hydrocarbon fuel into a fuel
reformer
Arrangement and method for
generating hydrogen from
hydrocarbon fuel
Mixing device for a fuel reformer, fuel
reformer and method for converting
hydrocarbon fuels into hydrogen rich
gas
Reformer reactor and method for
converting hydrocarbon fuels into
hydrogen rich gas
Fuel cell
Fuel injection system and method for
injecting hydrocarbon fuel into a fuel
reformer
Fuel injection device and method for a
fuel reforme
Arrangement and method for
generating hydrogen from
hydrocarbon fuel
Fuel processor and method for
generating hydrogen rich gas
Method of manufacturing fuel cells
Methods and apparatuses for
continuous manufacturing of fuel cells
Apparatus and method for removing
sulfur from a hydrocarbon fuel
Method of manufacturing fuel cells
Fuel cell
Polymer fuel cell structure
System und Verfahren zur
Bestimmung der Konzentration von
Metallionen in einer Lösung
Elektrochemischer Reaktor und
Verfahren zum Umwandeln von
chemischer Reaktionsenergie in
elektrische Energie
Elektrochemische
Energieumwandlungsvorrichtung
Electrochemical energy conversion
apparatus
Verfahren zur Steigerung der
Kaltstartfähigkeit sowie des
Lastaufschalt- und
Leistungsvermögens von
Brennstoffzellen bei gleichzeitiger
Sauerstoffabreicherung des
Systemabgases
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Method for increasing the cold start
capability and the load application
capability and power capacity of fuel
cells while simultaneously oxygendepleting the system exhaust gas
Elektrochemische Zellenvorrichtung
und Verfahren zur Herstellung einer
elektrochemischen Zellenvorrichtung
Interconnector, method for the
preparation of an interconnector and
its use
Elektrisches Gerät in Stapelbauweise
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Energieanlage
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Speicherbehälter,
Temperiervorrichtung, Verfahren zum
Herstellen eines Speicherbehälters
und Temperierverfahren
Kraftfahrzeug und Verfahren zum
Betreiben eines Kraftfahrzeugs
Verfahren zur Herstellung eines
Festelektrolyts, Festelektrolyt und
Festoxidbrennstoffzelle
Verfahren zur Herstellung einer
Bipolarplatte-Stromkollektor-Einheit,
Bipolarplatte-Stromkollektor-Einheit
und deren Verwendung
Verfahren zur Steuerung der Feuchte
in einer Brennstoff- oder
Elektrolysezelle und Brennstoff- oder
Elektrolysezelle mit einem
Feuchtesensor
Fahrzeug und Verfahren zum
Betreiben eines Fahrzeugs
Speichervorrichtung, Energiesystem
und Verfahren zum Speichern
und/oder Bereitstellen von
Wasserstoff
Brennstoffzellenvorrichtung und
Verfahren zum Betrieb einer
Brennstoffzellenvorrichtung
Fuel cell device and method for
operating a fuel cell device
Verfahren zur Herstellung eines
Elektrokatalysators für eine Elektrode
einer elektrochemischen Zelle,
elektrochemischer Reaktor und
Elektrokatalysator für eine
elektrochemische Zelle
Verfahren zur Herstellung einer
Bipolarplatte, Bipolarplatte für eine
elektrochemische Zelle und
elektrochemische Zelle
Method for producing a coated bipolar
plate, coated bipolar plate for an
electrochemical cell, and
electrochemical cell
Elektrochemische Zelle, Elektrode und
Elektrokatalysator für eine
elektrochemische Zelle
Brennstoffzellenvorrichtung und
Verfahren zum Betreiben einer
Brennstoffzellenvorrichtung
Hybridsystem und Verfahren zum
Betreiben eines Hybridsystems
Brennstoffzellensystem
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?url=/patent/DE102013109426A1
Procede de fabrication d'une plaque
bipolaire et plaque bipolaire pour une
cellule electrochimique
Verfahren zur Herstellung einer
Bipolarplatte und Bipolarplatte für eine
elektrochemische Zelle
Method for producing a bipolar plate
and bipolar plate for an
electrochemical cell
Brennstoffzellensystem
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Brennstoffzellensystem und Verfahren
zum Betreiben eines
Brennstoffzellensystems
Fuel cell system and method for
operating a fuel cell system
Strömungsleitelement und
Hochtemperaturbrennstoffzellenvorric
htung
Procede de production d'air pauvre en
oxygene, pile a combustible, systeme
de piles a combustible, et aeronef
equipe de ladite pile ou dudit systeme
Method for operating fuel cell system
in e.g. enclosed space, involves
recirculating portion of fuel gas
discharged from anode circuit to
anode, and supplying fuel gas taken
from anode circuit to cathode
Method for providing oxygen-depleted
air with fuel cell device of fuel cell
system in e.g. airliner, involves forcing
potential upon fuel cell device by
control device such that fuel cell
device is operated in overload mode
Fuel cell system used in production of
oxygen-depleted air in aircraft, has
fuel cell devices which are coupled to
cathode exhaust passage of first fuel
cell device, so that cathode exhaust
gas is generated through oxidizer
System zum Versorgen eines
Flugzeugs mit Inertgas, Verfahren
zum Versorgen eines Flugzeugs mit
Inertgas, Verwendung einer Membran
und Flugzeug
Fuel cell system and method for
operating fuel cell system
Fuel cell system and method for
operating a fuel cell system
Method for producing a carrier
substrate, carrier substrate and
electrochemical device
Fuel cell device e.g. oxide-ceramic
high temperature fuel cell device, has
electrode formed such that
electrochemical activity of electrode is
increased along main flow direction to
increase gas conversion at electrode
Direct methanol fuel cell system for
use in e.g. mobile applications, for
electricity generation, has moistening
device enabling direct transfer of
water from exhaust gas to oxidizer
gas and heat transfer from exhaust
gas to oxidizer gas
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Fuel cell system for use in motor
vehicle, has diagnostic unit for
carrying out internal error analysis
and/or for spatially resolved detection
of degradation and/or for estimating
degradations probabilities within fuel
cell unit
Interconnector for fuel cell stack i.e.
oxide-ceramic fuel cell stack, has
anodic and cathodic regions
comprising metal sponge, where
metal sponge is made of predominant
proportion of silver
Fuel cell system for supplying
electrical power to operate electric
power tool utilized in e.g. construction
industry, has filling unit comprising
external fuel storage, where fuel is
transferred to internal fuel storage in
filling position
Device, Method and System for
Producing Thermal and/or Kinetic and
Electrical Energy
Fuel cell system is provided with fuel
cell stack and fuel storage, which is
connected with fuel cell stack over fuel
line
Device for generating and supplying
electricity to consumer, has fuel cell
system, accumulator and control
device for controlling supply of
electricity through fuel cell system,
where hydrogen or methanol is used
as fuel
Apparatus and method of generating
mechanical and electrical energy
Direct oxidation fuel cell system e.g.
direct methanol fuel cell system, for
use in motor vehicle, has water
discharge device with water retaining
space, which is connected with fluid
retaining space of water-fuel-supply
device
Fuel cell method e.g. for determining
controlling flow rate of oxidant in fuel
cell system, involves determining and
or control of oxidant flow rate, which is
supplied to cathode mechanism of gas
cell system
Device and method for testing a
membrane electrode assembly
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